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1. Introduetion 

This thesis deals with situations in process industries, in particular the chemica/ 
industry. Process industries are concerned with the transformation of materials and 
energy into other - more valuable - matenals and energy. They are often operated 
continuously and include: oils and (petro)chemicals, pharmaceuticals, glass, paper, 
iron and steel making and a large part of mass food production. Utilities such as gas, 
electrical power generation (conventional and nuclear) and water are also in this 
category. 
In traditional manufacturing industries the operator has more direct contact with 
the product as it is being made, whereas in most process industries he hardly ever 
sees it. Here the state of the product is emphasized rather than its form and 
information about that state is largely of an abstract nature. 
The processes are monitored and controlled by instrumentation systems. Although 
these systems have a high degree of automation nowadays, shifts of operators 
(crews) still have the overall responsibility for safe and economie operation. A fully 
automated plant of any complexity will probably never he realized. 

It may be of interest to give an indication of the historical change in the man-machine 
interface, and consequently in the eperator's role. 

Local manual con trol. At the beginning of this century, the operator had to monitor 
and control the process manually on the spot. He had to read a number of indicators 
and to manipulate valves by means of handwheels. As he was not aided by automatic 
controllers, the operator was responsible for only a small part of the plant; so his 
working area was very limited. Most of the time he worked in isolation. Figure 1 
gives an idea of such a situation in the area of "pots andpans". 

Figure 1. Local manual control 
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Local automatic controL When pneumatic cantrolling devices became available, 
a gradual change-over from local manual control to local automatic control occurred. 
The main function of the control system was to keep away from unwanted situations. 
Figure 2 gives a typical situation in which panels were set up locally in the plant 
area. One of the new tasks allocated to the operator was to check the values of the 
process variables, as well as to check the functioning of the instruments themselves. 
Sametimes he had to switch to manual controL The operator still worked alone, but 
he became responsible fora larger part of the plant. 

Figure 2. Local automatic control 
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Remote and centralized controL With the introduetion of pneumatic and, in a later 
phase, electric signal transmitters the local panels of figure 2 were combined in a 
central control-room . 
. After the second world war, a smaller number of operators came to control more 
integrated plant units. At present central control-rooms with individual indicators, 
recorders, controllers and switches in panels are still in use ( see figure 3). 
One of the new tasks often allocated to the control-room operator is the coordination 
of the activities carried out by people in the plant area. A part of the operator's time 
is spent on communication; another, considerable part on generally supervising the 
process and on verifying the generated data. 
Digital computers were introduced .. around 1960; first mainly for data-acquisition, 
but later for automatic control too. These computers were installed side by side with 
the panel instrumentation. 

Figure 3. Panel instrumentation 

Distributed instrurnentation*. The interface changed into a Visual Display Unit 
(VDU) computer-based system, as is shown in figure 4. Flexibility and a higher 
process-control quality ·are the main reasons for this change in interface design. 
The panel instrumentation of figure 3 has now been replaced by a control console 
containing one or more VDUs. These keyboard-operated units enable the operator 
to keep control of the process. One of the characteristics features of the system is 
the integrated and sequentia! presentation of data, as shown in chapter five, figure 5. 
Another, the possibility of making predictions, both on-line and off-line. 

* "Distributed" here refers to the functions and componentsof the system. 
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Nowadays, small teams of operators are responsible for safe and economie operation 
of increasingly integrated processes; very aften without any kind of buffer between 
the linked process-units. Coordination of outside activities of plant operators and 
maintenance personnel, consultadon and communication are important features of 
the operator's taskin the control room of figure 4. 
In the situation of figure 1, about 20 control loops could he allocated to him, 
whereas in the VDU-system of figure 4 well over 200 loops may have to he supervised. 
So, the operator's responsibility has increased enormously, also in termsof invested 
capital and risk. 

Figure 4. Distributed instrumentation 

The present study concerns the operator-process situation in control rooms with 
control panels (so-called "conventional control-rooms"). Based on this research, 
we hope to contribute to the discussion concerning the optimum design of the 
men-machine system of figure 4. 

Much has been published about the operator-process situation in process industries 
(Crossman, 1960; Brenninkmeijer, 1964; Edwards & Lees, 1973 and 1974; Sheridan 
& Johannsen, 1976, Ekkers et al., 1980). There is an increasing interest in one aspect 
of the operator's job: fault deceetion and diagnosis (Rasmussen & Rouse, 1981). 
Although it is the function of the safety shutdown system to initia'te plant shutdown 
if necessary, the responsibility for averting shutdown conditions falls largely on the 
operator. One of the interface systems which assists him in this job, is the so-called 
"process-alarm system". 
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Reading the afore-mentioned literature, however, the question arises whether 
industry and manufacturers can act on the results. A great deal concerns philosophy 
rather than data, and if data are presented, the question still arises what use to make 
of them. 
We believe now, that research carried out in real plants, supplemented by simulation 
experiments in the laboratory, will serve two aims which can link theory and practice. 
First, by showing research results as described in this thesis, we may influence other 
people to use such results in practice (strategy of conviction). Secondly, only by 
carrying out such research, are we able to formulate priorities in setting up new 
research. In this thesis such a methodological approach will he presented, supported 
by data, more particularly concerning the process-alarm system. The study formed 
part of a larger control-room project (Kragt & Piso, 1982). 

The starting-point of chapter two ("Mental skilis in process control") was the 
question: what are the essentials of the operator's duties: what is he doing and 
thinking while carrying out his task? 
Bath in the field and in a laboratory study we tried to gain insight into his data
processing activities and the assumed underlying mental models; this remains an 
interesting research topic (Rasmussen, 1976a and 1980; Bainbridge, 1981; Pew et al., 
1982 and Norros et al., 1982). This research prompted the study ofLandeweerd on 
internal process-representations (Landeweerd, 1978 and 1979). 
Subsequently, we wished to know how to analyse control-room situations in order 
to design reliable and effective man-machine systems. We agree with Rasmussen 
(1976b) that for this subject a closer relation to process-plant operation is necessary. 
The work-situation approach as given in chapter three ("Human reliability 
engineering"; p. 24) was applied in seven different control-room situations. In this 
study questions relating to the process-alarm system were formulated (Kortlandt & 
Kragt, 1978). Encouraged by the workof Lees (1974 and 1976), astudy wasstarted 
in this area. This study took place in two totally different plants: a fertilizer plant 
and a high pressure polyethylene plant. The similarity in results was surprising 
(Kortlandt & Kragt, 1980). To illustrate the approach, the study in the fertilizer 
plant is presenred in chapter Jour ( "Evaluation of a conventional 'process-alarm 
system' in a fertilizer plant"). The methods and techniques (p. 32) arealso applicable 
in other process industries, as has al ready been shown by Van Rixel ( 1981). 
Based on the results of this field research, simulation experiments were conducted 
to tackle detailed questions with regard to the process-alarm system (Reijs, 1981 
and Kragt, 1981) and to prepare the work which is presented in chapter five ("A 
comparative simulation study of annunciator systems"). Simulation study should he 
seen as complementary to field study and as such is essential for research on the 
human operator in process con trol. Obviously, in real plants ergonomie experiments 
are not possible for reasans of safety and production casts. Moreover, field 
conditions cannot he repeated and controlled. In simulation experiments, however, 
alternative interface-designscan he stuclied and tested again and again. 
In chapter six ("Same remarks on the process operator and his job"), the imple
mentation of distributed instrumentation in process control is discussed in a braader 
sense. Selection and training of operators, and job design in the control room of 
tomorrow are dealt with. 
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The author ( an dectrical and industrial engineer) dares to philosophize ah out the 
future eperator's job and its consequences for persennel policy. 
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In: The Human Operator in Process Control · 

2. Mental Skilis in Process Control 

By H. KRAGTand J. A. LANDEWEERD 
Department of Industrie;! Engineering, Eindhoven Univarsity of Technology, 

The Netherlands 

1. Introduetion 
As technology changes, the functions performed by man are also changing. 

8· 

In order to construct man-machine systems with an increasing degree of 
complexity and of automation, it is necessary to investigate human capacities 
and limitations in performing the necessary system functions. This beoomes 
increasingly important as the role of man beoomes increasingly crucial. 

In which direction do the required skilis change? In all tasks which are 
performed by man, receptor, central and effector processes play a part. How
ever, in industries which have a rather high degree of automation we see a 
reduction in tasks which impose a physical load on man. Instead, tasks in 
which mental skilis predominate beoome increasingly important (e.g. Crossman 
1960a, Beisbon 1969, Welford 1968 and Bainbridge 1969). Information pro
cessing and decision-making assume a greater significance. 

Thus, for example, Bambridge (1969) writes: "More important aspects (than 
motor. aspects) of process control are' the mental skilis of organizing serial 
attention to several parallel continuous variables and integrating this 
information in making control decisions." 

The process operator in the central control room of a chemica! plant exem
plifies the type of task which we are talking about. 

In order to describe the operator's job we have to define two concepts: 

( 1) Disturbance. Th is is a slow unwanted change in one or more 
process variables. This change can be a consequence of external 
circumstances, e.g. variation in the quality of raw material, but it 
can also he caused internally, e.g. deterioration of catalyst. 

(2) Breakdown. This is a oircumstance that abruptly interrupts the 
continuous flow of the process, e.g. a fault in a pump. 

The operator's job-supervising and controlling the process-can he 
described as follows: 

(1) Supervising the process and when necessary, in the case of a 
disturbance, adjusting the process. 

(2) Minimizing the effects of breakdowns. 
(3) Startingup and shutting down the process. 

The individmi.l operators do not all perform their job in the same way. 
In an identical process situation they clearly perform different control actions 
(Kiagt 1971). We infer that they have an idea, a mental 'model' of the 
invisible process which they control, and that this model does influence their 
actions. Bambridge (1969), for example, writes: "One can suggest that the 
human controller has available Emme sort of simulation language for thinking 
a bout the process ". She eaUs this " the controller's internal model of the 
process ". 
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A number of problems arise: 
( 1) Is it possible to demonstra te the existence of mental models? 
(2) Because it would be an internal model, we do nothave methods of 

direct observation. How can we investigate mental models? 
(3) Because processes are not stationary it can be assumed that 

updating of the model is necessary. How does such a mental 
model co me into being and how does it change with time? 

(4) Does the operator use more than one mental model? 

Before investigating all these problems a first requirement is that we get 
insight in the way in which the operator actually performs. We did two 
experiments, an interview in the field (Kragt 1971) and a Iabaratory training 
experiment (Landeweerd 1968). 

2. Experiment 1 : The Interview in the Field 
How does the operator actually set about his task, what does he do and what 

is he thinking? 
These questions were studied by an interview carried out in the field. 

2.1. Method 

Operators on a process plant were interviewed. 'fhe interview had an 
open-ended form. This was possible because the number of subjects (operators) 
in the situation we investigated was small (n= 12). Because ofthe open-ended 
form the interview could best be tape-recorded and, since the subjects made no 
objections, a tape recorder was used. We started from the assumption that 
an interview is of greater value if the investigator fust acquaintts himself with 
the process to be investigated. To this end he was given an on-the-job training. 
As already mentioned, the object of the interview was to obtain more informa
tion about the operator-process situation. 

During the interview the following items came up for discussion: 

( l) Process description. " Please could you teil me in your own words 
how the process works ? " (With this question we wanted to make 
explicit his mental model.) 

(2) 'Make-believe' situation. "Suppose you are completely responsible 
for the process. In view of your other duties you cannot he present 
in the control room all the time. Nevertheless, the process must 
be controlled. For this reason a number of men are at your disposal, 
e.g. trainees. But they do not have any knowledge about the 
process. You have some time to instruct them and you can éhoose 
as many of them as you think you need for cantrolling the process. 
What would you tell these people so that they will be able to control 
the process during your absence? " (With this question we wanted 
to inveE!tigate the relative importance of the different aspects of his 
task.) 

(3) Oritical incidents. "You have been telling me about the process. 
Can you now teil me something about the difficult situations which 
have occurred inthelast few years when you have been cantrolling 
the process or at least have been responsible for it ? " (With this 
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question we wanted to obtain information about disturbances and 
breakdowp.s as seen by the operator.) 

The investigation ,f'.tarted with a pilot interview with one of the operators. 
The interview was then evaluated with that operator. As a result each of the 
above-mentioned points was divided into a number of questions. In this way 
we obtained a checklist which was used in the interviewing of the other 11 
operators. 

In addition we tried by means of the method of paired comparisons to rank 
10 of the instrument dials in order of importance for control of the process. 
It was found that the ' importance ' of a dial was a difficult concept for the 
operator. In his apinion the importancè of a dial is determined by the 
condition of the process. Under different process conditions, different dials 
are important to him. Thus an ordering ofthe importance of these information 
sourees can be obtained only by defining the process condition which is 
considered. 

Befare descrihing the results the following concepts need to be defined: 

STATE The overall state of the process. 

State The state of an aspect of the process, which in the present 
case is the control of product quality. (State is a subset 
of STATE). 

Breakdown A circumstance which abruptly interrupts the continuous 
process. 

Subroutine A standard sequence of mental activities foliowed by a 
standard sequence of mmmal n.ctivities, c.j. SR n,s defined 
by Bainbridge (1069). 

- ·--- - ------ - -

Communication 

etc. 

STATE *- '.STATE ' with exccp t ion of product quality 

Figure l. Deoision schema of the operator. 
H.O. L 
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2.2. Results 

The results are given in Figures 1 and 2. Figure 1 represents a decision 
scheme of the operator and Figure 2 one for the ' layman '. The thin and 
thick lines in these figurcs relate to thc comparison of the figures given in 
Section 2. 2.4. 

We describe first four activitics which are essential constituents of the job 
of the operator: 

(I) Monitoring 

(2) Adjusting 

(3) Minimizing the effects of breakdowns 

(4) Randing over proeess control responsibilities. 

2.2.1. Monitoring 

Inside the control room monitoring has a clear meaning for the operator: 
a regular watch must be kept to ensure that the process variables remain 
inside limits which are acceptable (to the operator). Outside the control room 
heinspects the plant system two or three times per shiftfora possible leakage, 
blockage, etc. These activities the operator perfarms on his own initiative. 
In addition, the values of the process variables have to be tilled in on a log 
once per hour. When the operator does not need to intervene in the process 
he is collecting information about it. In this case Bainbridge (1969) speaks 
of " stored information ", i.e. information which the operator will use later on 
if he has to intervene, aften in preferenee to the readings then available. 

2.2.2. Adjusting 

As already stated, after a disturbance the operator adjusts the process. We 
make a distinction between 

( 1) A disturbance in product quality 

(2) A disturbance in the STATE of the process. 

A disturbance in product quality can be reduced by altering the setpoints of 
appropriate variables. Having done that, the operator will either continue 
to make adjustments or wait for his initia! adjustment to affect the product 
quality. 

The time lag of the process, i.e. the time fora control adjustment to affect 
product quality, was about 20 minutes. 

In the case of a disturbance in the STATE of the process the operator tries 
to find out the cause(s). If he recognizes the disturbance from experience, his 
activities (standard sequence of manual activities) will be aimed at removing 
the cause. 

If the cause lies outside the process, and thus outside his area of control, his 
activities will be confined to minimizing its effects. 

2.2.3. Minimizing the effects of breakdOUJns 

. The behaviour of the operator when monitoring and adjusting the process 
is very different from his behaviour when a breakdown occurs. In this latter 
case he tries first of all to prevent the process from becoming unsafe (if the 
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automatic safety systems have not already done this). Mter that he tries to 
remove the cause(s) of the breakdown andjor to minimize its effects. If the 
operator does not recognize the breakdown, because such an event has not 
occurre<l before or at least not to him, he will exhibit henristic behaviour and 
mn.y make use of the know-how of his shift colleagues (see Figure 1). It is 
cspccin.lly in this situation that the shift manifests itself as a functional unity. 

2.2.4. /Janding over process control responsibilities 

The continuons nn.turc of the process is characteristic of the operator-process 
situation. At thc end of a shift the operator has to hand over bis task to a 
colleague on another shift. Possible difficulties are communicated in written 
forrn or verbally. Quite soon after the shift change the incoming operator will 
himsclf monitor the entire system both inside and outside the control room. 

'l'he question arises whether he wiJl always he able to obtain from the previous 
shift all the relevant information concerning the process. Change of shift 
resulting in the loss of relevant information--of ' stored information ' in 
Bainbridge's terminology-could mean an interruption in control of the 
process. Turning over control to people who do not know the process was an 
item in the make-believe situation of point 2 of the interview. It was note
worthy that operators wanted to limit the activities of the laymen to monitoring 
and to mn.king n.djustrnents necessary to counter a disturbance in product 
quality. 

It is also noteworthy that the operator wanted to limit the number of 
laymen to one person who had control of the process. More people would 
interfere with each other, because the effect of a change of one process variabie 
on the other process variables is not immediately visible on account of time lag. 
It is important to note that the operator wanted to he called as soon as problems 
of S'rA'l'E other than product quality occurred (compare the thin and thick 
lines in Figures 1 and 2). 

~l'he operators suggested that one must have some experience in process 
control before being. able to solve these other problems. In the operators' 
opinion this experience is necessary if one is to feel at ease in his job. Plant 
mann.gemcnt often organizes a formal training programme to speed up this 
learning process. The problem then arises of the amount and content of the 
teaching material which is to be provided. For example, there is the question 
of how much information should he given about the physical and chemical 
features of the process. This somewhat theoretica! training often causes a 
great deal of tronble to operators. Crossman and Cooke ( 1962) a lso mention 
this problom. Thc experiment which follows aims to shed more light on this. 

3. Experiment 2: The Training Situation in the Laboratory 
Is it necessary that an operator receive detailed information about the 

physical and chemica} features of the process for which he is responsible or is 
it possible for him to perform adequately with information about relations 
between process variables~ 

This question was studied by an investigation carried out in the laboratory. 
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3.1. Methad 
We divided 'the subjects into two grpups and gave thcm a control task. 

This task was to bring the temperature of the mixed air strcam in thc air 
mixer apparatp.s shown in Figure 3 from 90°C to l20°C and to hold it there. 
As already mentioned, chemica] processcs exhibit time lags. We thcrcfore 
built such lags into our experimental equipment. In addition to the short 
process lag a pure time delay of about three minutes was introduced between 
the control knoband valve. ' 

The su bjects we re students from a technica] school. One group ( n = 16) 
received a full explanation of the process and the equipment with the aid of 
process and control diagrams and of inspeetion of the parts of the equipment 
and of their relationships. We eaU this group the I-group (informed group) . 
The other group (n= 15) received only an in~truction stating that the objective 
was to control the temperature of the air stream and that this could be done by 
turning the knob. We eaU this group the NI~group (not-informcd group). 
With the aid of a questionnaire we checked whether we had succeeded in 
differentiating the two groups in terms of process and. equipment knowledge. 

The experiment consisted of three trials, conducted one after the other and 
each lasting 10 minutes. We recorded the values of the temperature and the 
control actions of the subjects. 

Coldair-

Hota ir --·__. 

9 Knob 

I 

0 Time 
delay 

Fl-cold air flow indicator 

Tl-mixed Jir tempur<Jture indicator 

Fl 

Figuro 3. The air mixer apparatus. 

Tl 

_ _. 

The independent variabie under investigation was the amount of process 
Îl1formation furnished to thc subjects. The dependent variabie was the control 
p~rformance of the subjects, which we defined as the mean absolute deviation 
(M.A.D.) of the actual controlled temporature from the desired value of 120°0, 
t.e. 

10 

M:A.D. = J letldt 
0 

This value it'! an error score, i.e. the higher the value the worse the control 
performance.· Thus Figure 4a shows a performance which is worse than that 
shown in Figpre 4b. 
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120 

~ 90~~----------------------------~~--~ o 10 (one trial) 

TIME (min) 

(a) Poor performance 

w 
a: 
:> .... 
<! 
a: 
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w .... 

120 

TIME (mln) 

(b) Good perform;mce 

10 (one trial) 

Figurc 4. Operator control of temporature in air mixur experiment. 

3.2. Results 

3.2.1. Control performance 

The more important results are shown in Table 1 and Figure 5. The differ
ence between the two groups is not statistically significant, but there is a 
tendency for the NI-group to perform somewhat better and this persisted 
throughout the three trials. 

3.2.2. Learning effects and additional findings 

The results just given, in Table 1 and Figure 5, show that the groups 
improved their performance in the course ofthe experiment. We also recorded 
the manipulative activities of the subjects on the control knob. One of the 

I-group 

NI-group 

Table I. Error scores in air mixer uxperiment 

Triall 

125.20} 
n.s. 

107·63 

M.A.D. 
Trial 2 

69.20} 
n.s. 

51·31 

Trial 3 

57·13} 
n.s. 

51·19 

Total 

83·84} 
n.s. 

74·71 
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results obtained was that the number of control actions, shown in Table 2, 
decreased as the experiment progressed. 

Normally the subject begins the.run by reducing the amount of cold air with 
the knob that controls the cold air valve. Mter a lag the mixed gas tempera
ture rises. The subject does not know exactly when to start adjusting the 
amount of cold air again, so that usually the temperature shows first an over
sboot and then an undershoot. The subject is ·" hunting the temperature ", 
an effect ·which Crossman and Cooke (1962) called "hunting up and down". 
Performance improved during the experimental sessions. During the initia] 
"hunting up and down" the subject follows the temperature readings closely. 

130r---------------------~----------~ 

Q. 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 

\ 

o--- N.l. group 

o--- I. group 

\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
b-------o 

0~------------------~--------~ 

TIME (min) 

10 
(Trial 1) 

20 
(Trial 2) 

30 
(Trial3) 

Figure 5. Error scores in air mixer experiment. 

Tabla 2. Control actions in air mixer experiment 

Number of control actions 

I-group 
NI-group 

Triall 

53·6 
60·1 

Trial2 

39·0 
54·2 

Trial 3 

35·2 
51·7 

This is a manifestation of ' closecl-loop ' behaviour with control actions deter
mined by feedback of information ahout the measured variable. Later on one 
observes more 'open-loop', often 'bang-bang·', behaviour in which subjects 
close the valvè, wait some time, open it fully, again wait some time and then 
make the final slight corrections. This confirms the findings of Sell, Crossman 
and Box (1962). Figure 6 gives examples of both 'closecl-loop' and 'open
loop' behaviour. 
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Valve closed 

Valve open 

TIME (min) 

TIME (min) 
(b) Open-loop behaviour 

Figure 6. Control behaviour in air mixer experiment. 

4. Discussion 

10 

Study of the tape-recorded interview results appears to support the con
einsion that a distinction can be made between two types of mental model 
which the operator possesses: 

( l) A ' routine ' model 

(2) A 'non-routine' model. 
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'l'he operator appears to use tho routine model whon cantrolling the process 
after a disturbance in control quality. He might be prepared to hand over 
this activity to people who do not possess any knowledge of the process (the 
' laymen ' in the make-believe situation of the interview). It appears that in 
such a sitnation a very limited knowledge of the process is sufficient. More 
informu.tion about the process would notberelevant to this activity, and would 
increase the time needed for instruction. Moreover, it could inhibit perfor
mance of the task. 'l'he results of the training experiment give an indication 
of this. These show that the group with process information does not control 
any better than the group without process information. This last group can 
be compared with the Iaymen in the make-believe situation. The information 
which was given to the I-group may have been too detailed for the task whieh 
they had to perform, resulting initially in mistakes and inferior performance. 

The hypothesis that it was the irrelevant process information which inhibited 
the performance of the task is confirmed by our findings that the I-subjects 
in their verbal comments-which we explicitly obtained from them-talked 
initially, for example, about the valve that was opened and closed and about 
the amount of cold air that was supplied, but later on about the pointers that 
moved up and down. 'fherefore it is reasonable to assume that during the 
experiment the I-group learnt to control in terms of a less complex mental 
model than that which was originally offered to them. 

The operator uses a non-routine model in situations in which a breakdown 
occurs. He then performa activities which he will not entrust to laymen and 
for which a specific Imowledge of the process seems to be necessary. 'L'he 
formation and updating of the non-routine model (necessary for those aspects 
of the task which require it) takes place at the moment only by means of the 
experience which the operator acquires in the course of time as he interacts 
with the system. This acquisition process could he improved by directing the 
training of new operators towards this area. We believe that the non-routine 
ar;pects of the task E!hould be Iisted and that an assessment should be made 
whether training may be carried out more effectively by simulation and by 
introduetion of breakdowns on the real process. 

From time to time even the more experienced operators will have to refresh 
or update their non-routine model. With increasing automation this has 
important implications. Sametimes the operator will he required to take over 
the task from the automatic equipment. Will he be able to do this if it is 
precisely this automatic equipment which prevents him from interactlig 
regularly with the automatic control system, so that formation and updating 
of an adequate non-routine model is inhibited? More research is necessary 
to gain further insight into the way in which a mental model develops and to 
treat the problem ofthe model's development over the course of time. Research 
also needs to be done to answer questions such as: Who is fitted for the 
operator's job (selection)? How should the operator be trained (training)? 
How should the operator be evaluated (employee evaluation)? How should 
information about the process he presented to the operator (panel design)? 
How can one best use the operator's knowledge hy a mutual interaction between 
plant managementand operators? 
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3. Hu man Reliability Engineering 

H. Kragt 

Key Words-Automation, Human error, Human error classification, 
Human error reduction, In formation processing, Critlcai incident technique. 
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Purpose: Tutorlal 
Special math needed: None 
Results useful to: Control, rellabiUty, and system engineers; Plant man

agers; Human factors students 

Summary & Conc/usions-Human rellabillty engineering (HRE) is the 
description, analysls, and lmprovement of situallons in which human 
errors bave been made or could be made. The probability of human error 
is dlstlngulshed from tbe probabllity of incident. HRE can be carrled out 
at different levels: 

A. Prevention wlth regard toa future human error; 
B. Prevention of a future Incident and correction of the situatlon in 

whlch a human error occurred; 
C. Correction of the situation in which an incident happened. 

Statistkal techniques, observational methods, and the critica! incident 
technique are briefly described in conneetion with the reason of human 
error. Measures of error-reduetion are classified in a work-situation ap
proach and in human approach. The conclusions are--

a. The paper ereales a framework in whlch the human reliability 
engineer can carry out hls work. 

b. In a risk analysls, human errors have to be taken into account. 
c. The ratio of human-caused errors to sltuation-caused errors, which 

is often mentioned in llterature as 20:80, does not hold. 
d. Tbe taxonomy of human errors which Is dealt-with reasonably leads 

to the impravement of the man-machine system under study. 
e. The critica! incident technlque is very useful In human reliability 

engineering. In partJeular it gives inslght lnto situation-caused errors. 
f. Each work situation ought to be described and analyzed in detail 

wlth regard to human errors. Because an employee is an expert subject 
he should participate in work situation analysis. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The design or redesign of man-machine systems (e.g. 
the operator-process situation in the chemica! industry) 
requires research on how the human functions in such 
systems [I]. These systems have to meet criteria such as 
effectiveness and efficiency oftask performance, operator 
satisfaction, and safety. The reliability of the total system 
is important to consider [2]. Errorscan occur as aresult 
offailure ofthe hardware orofthe operator. Where people 
work, errors will be made, regardless ofthe level of train
ing, experience, or skill. The designer can react to this 
fact in different ways, e.g., 
I. Automate the system completely (get rid of the 

operators). 
2. Assign the human operator only the tasks he can per

farm very reliably. 

Automation 
In the early I %Os it was assumed that it would be 

possible to realize unmanned factories. During normal 
operation the process would be controlled by computers; 
specially trained teams of operators would be needed for 
start up, maintenance, and control performance in case 
of a breakdown. Some research ers, e.g. De Jong & Köster 
[3], concluded that one should not pursue an unmanned 
factory because it was technically and economically im
possible and socially unacceptable. Nevertheless the ten
dency to automate as much as possible still exists today . 
The tasks which are nol yet automated, or which are too 
expensive to automate, are still allocated to the human 
operator. 

I agree with Embrey [4] that estimates of system re
liability have tended to be incomplete and too high, be
cause human errors have not been taken into account 
adequately. For instanee in case of a breakdown in the 
computer system the hu man operator has to assume con
trol. The human operator will not always be able to do 
so correctly and competently, because he has had noop
portunity to maintain control skill during normal opera
lion [5] . If on the other hand management decides the 
process has to be stopped after such a breakdown, the 
question arises in which way the human operator could 
have prevenled the shotdown ofthe computer system. So 
in both cases the human being remains a factor in process 
control which should be taken into account. 

Allocation of Juncrions 
One of the most important motives which drive de

signers to consider full automation is that the human op
erator is considered to be the weakest link in the man
machine system. But operator weakness depends on the 
kind oftask which is allocated to him. Usually he has to 
perform tasks which he cannot do reliably [6, p 36]. Prob
ably as areaction to full automation, the literature often 
now pleads to "bring men back" into the system. 

Lees [7] says that: given the current technology the 
operator-controlled, computer-supported system can be 
regarded as the most effective system. This is only true 
when tasks have been allocated well between man and 
machine. Men and machines must be regarded as com
plementary inslead of competitive (8] . For instanee, com
puters are suited for continua] routine monitoring, while 
some operatorscan deal with emergencies . In this frame
work the crucial question is: Under which conditions will 
the operator be able to undertake the right control ac
tion(s) at the right moment, in order to prevent an un
desired process state? 

The right moment implies that deviations have to be 

0018-9529/78/0800-195 $00.75 © 1978 IEEE 
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detected in time either by the operator or by the alarm 
system. The human-reliability engineer is interested in 
knowing how often such circumstances were not detected 
(or not in time) by the operator in a particular control 
room situation. He wiJl also need to know the possible 
causes ofsuch human errors. Ifthe operator has detected, 
discriminated, and interpreled the signals, then the op
erator will have to predict and decide which action to 
take. The right action is determined by the way in which 
the above-mentioned phases of information processing 
take place. Crossman caBs these phases the components 
of the control skill [9] . Therefore the causes which could 
degrade information-processing activities have to be 
investigated. 

11. CONCEPT OF HUMAN ERROR 

Before defining the concept of hu man error, a model 
of the control behaviour of the human operator must be 
assumed. With Kelley [ 10] I agree that such behavior is 
goal-oriented. The goal is achieved by means of actions/ 
subactions. There is a human error if the operator: 
-pursues the wrong goal; 
-does not achieve the required goal because he acted 

wrongly; 
-does not interfere when he ought to. 
In order to get some insight into the phenomenon of hu
man error it is useful to distinguish between cause and 
consequence of human error. Figure I illustrates that 
there will be one or more underlying factors at each human 
error. The literature often distinguishes between individ
ual factors and situational factors. These factors influence 
the probability of human errors. 

If an error occurs, the hu man operator (as opposed to 
the machine) might be able to correct the perceived error. 
In that case he will be able to prevent the potential con
sequences of the error. If the hu man operator fails in this 
effort the probability of an incident (e.g. an accident) is 
high. 

Because I distinguish between errors and incidents , 
work situations can be characterized in two different 
ways. If many errors occur, the situation is accident
prone. Iffactors exist which could cause human error(s), 

Individual factor\ /ational factors -------------level A 

Probabili tyl of human error 

Human error -------------------------------level B 

1 
Probe.bili ty o f e.n inc ident 

l 
Inc1dent ---------------------------- ---- level C 

Fig. I Cause and consequence of human error. 

the situation is error-prone. Therefore human reliability 
engineering can be carried out at three different levels 
(see fig. I): 
A. Prevention with re gard to a future human error. 

Factors which could cause human error are estimated. 
An error-free performance does not always mean a well 
designed work situation. The human operatorcould adapt 
to an error-prone situation . This adaptation, however, 
may cause more mental load and consequently increase 
the probability of an error. 
B. Prevention of a future incident and correction of the 

situation in which a human error occurred. 
Stalistics are gathered and analyzed about the kind and 

the number of human errors which have been corrected. 
C. Correction of the situation in which an incident 

happened 
The factors which could have caused the incident are 

analyzed. In the literature, this kind of analysis is com
pared with descrihing the top of an iceberg [ 11]. 

Relationship between Individual and Situational factors 
Somelimes it seems that only one factor causes each 

human error. Usually however, a number of factors are 
interacting. De Green [ 12] distinguishes between direct 
and contributing causes. Swain [6, p 7] distinguishes be
tween human-caused errors (HCE) and situation-caused 
errors (SCE). 

The relation between individual factors and situational 
factors is not known. Situational factors ereale the frame
workin which the individual factors have their influence. 
Figure 2 (partly adapted from Tiffin & McCormick [ 13] 
and attributed to Rook) shows a qualitative diagram. At 
the abscissis given the amount in which a hu man operator 
disposes an individual factor, e.g. experience. This factor 
varies from undesirable to desirable . At the ordinale the 
probability of error is given. This varies from low to high. 
Figure 2 suggests that given a eertaio amount of experi
ence of the human operator, in situation A appropriate 
corrective action should betaken to reduce the probability 
of error in that situation. On the contrary in situation B 
error-reduetion measures are not necessary. 

Lees [ 14, p 87] suggests that eliminating error ought to 
begin with tackling the situational factors because, of all 
registered human errors, human-caused errors seem to 
amount toabout 20 percent (HCE=20%) and the situa
tion-caused errorstoabout 80 percent (SCE=80%). I ana
lyzed this proportion (20:80) in two separate studies which 
cast doubts a bout its validity . 

I. The research of Fitts & Jon es ( 15] . Their classic 
work does not mention the corrective actions which 
should betaken with respect to the classified errors. On 
the basis of the errors descri bed, I had to decide whether 
the situation (e.g. redesign) orthe individual (e.g. training) 
would have to be changed . By doing this I found 
HCE=38% and SCE=62%. 

2. The data obtained by Shannon & Waag [ 16] . They 
present the areas in which corrective actions should be 
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taken. They distinguish among four subareas: 

" Crew co-ordination (CC): Development of the team 
concept, i.e. the ability oftwo or more crew memhers to 
work together in order to carry out efficiently their as
signed mission. 

"Training (TRA): Re-education of flight skilis and pro
cedures through ground/flight instruction. Development 
of an awareness within flight crews concerning the most 
common problems areas within aircraft and how to pre
vent their occurrence. 

"Discipline (DIS): Closer monitoring of flight crew be
haviour in order to prevent purposeful violations of 'NA
TOPS' regulations. 

"Design (DES): Need for human factors appraisal of 
cockpit design where there appears to be a poor interface 
between man and equipment, and of engineering dellei
ences within eertaio aircraft systems." 
For over five years Shannon & Waag described and ana
lyzed the human errors in two types of aircraft (P-3 and 
F-5) with the aid of the critica! incident technique [ 17]. 
These errors were classified according to categones of 
corrective actions which were needed. 
Analysis of these data (the code TRA was considered as 
an indication of a human caused error) leads to the fol
lowing results: 
1. For the P-3: HCE=30% and SCE=70%; 
2. For the F-4: HCE=41% and SCE=59%. 
From the above-mentioned studies, I conclude that the 
HCE:SCE ratio of 20%:80% (0.25) does not hold, rather 
it is in the range 0.40-0. 70. 
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lil. CLASSIFICA TION OF HU MAN ERRORS 

Human reliability engineering was defined earlier as 
the description, analysis and improvement of situations 
in which human errors have been made or could be made. 
In order to study these situations different kinds of errors 
must be distinguished. The literature deals with a number 
of classification systems [ 18, p 80]. 

The taxonomy of Kidd [ 19] is useful because it is based 
on human behaviour in information processing. In the 
psychology literature such behaviour is described in terms 
of the SOR-model. Stimuli S from the environment are 
processed in the Organism 0 and result in Response R. 
Within the organism the following subprocesses are dis
tinguished: deleetion -+ discrimination -+ interpretation 
-+ prediction-+ decision. Each concept is defined and 
illustrated below. 

Detection: To notice a signa! in the midst ofnoise. (Noise 
is used as a background stimulus which can mask a critica! 
signa!.) 
- The sonar operator has to distinguish the target signa! 

from the background noise . 
-The process operator has to distinguish the audible 

warning signa! from the noise of the factory. 
- The value of a process variabie at a control panel is 

observed. 

Discrimination: To identify a detected signa!. 
- To distinguish between a surface vessel and a submarine. 
- To distinguish the audible warning signals of dis tillation 

columns A vs. B. 
- To distinguish between the value of process variables 

A and B. 

lnterpretation: To give a meaning to the detected and 
identified signa!. 
- The submarine belongs to the enemy and means danger. 
- The warning signa! of column A means a failure of the 

feed pump. 
- The value of the process variabie A is too high. 

Prediction: The estimation of what is likely to happen if 
no action is taken. 
- The submarine will destroy the harbour. 
- The column will be distilled empty. 
- The quality of the product will be worse . 

Decision: Toselect the control action which is most likely 
to achieve the desired result. 
-To fire a torpedo. 
- To start the second feed pump. 
- To re duce the setpoint of process variabie A . 

The human reliability engineer has to locate the place 
where the errors have been made in the organism 0. This 
kind of error is also dealt with by Halpin et al. [20] . A 
distinction must be made among: detection-error, dis
crimination-error, interpretation-error, prediction-error 
and decision-error. These errors are interdepende nl. Em-
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brey [4] remarks that an error in reading a dial is likely 
to give rise to an incorrect control action. In the quan
titative estimation of human reliability this interdepen
dence must be accounted for. The advantage ofthe above
mentioned taxonomy of human errors is the possibility 
of locating the errors in the human information process
ing. This contrasis with the taxonomy of Fitts & Jones 
[ 15]. They researched the psychological aspects of in
strument display in aircraft. After analyzing the 270 de
scriptions of pilot-error experiences in reading and inter
preting aircraft instruments , they set up a taxonomy of 
non mutually-exclusive categories. Insome categories, 
errors which are not based on the same subprocesses of 
human information processing are classified in the same 
category. For example, Fitts & Jones classify in their 
category 'signa! interpretation-errors (code III)', the fol
lowing errors: 'failure to notice a hand signa! (IIIA3)' (In 
my opinion a detection-error.); 'confusing one hand signa! 
with another (IIIA2)' (In my apinion a discrimination
error.); and 'misinterpreting signals from outside the air
craft (IIIE)' (In my opinion an interpretation-error.). 

In my view, the taxonomy of Kidd reasonably leads 
to improving the man-machine system. For instance, a 
work situation in which many deleetion-errors are reg
istered can lead to improving the interface design. 

On the contrary many registered interpretation-errors 
can lead to a retraining of the human operator or to an 
improvement of the training program. 

IV. METHOOS AND TECHNIQUES 
TO BE USED IN HRE 

Singleton [ 18, p 82] distinguishes bet ween: 
I. Statistica! techniques; 
2. Observational method ; 
3. The critica! incident technique . 

Statistica[ techniques 
Usually one distinguishes between descriptive statis

tics and inferential statistics. Descriptive statistics are 
descriptions of facts (errors, incidents, accidents). Infer
ential stalistics are compilations of the attributes of the 
sample derived from the frequency distributions. Single
ton mentions Cresswell & Frogratt who were able to dem
onstra te that their data fitted best a Neyman type A dis
tribution. They concluded that all the drivers surveyed 
in their experiment were at a high risk level during part 
of the time (peak hour) . Because their data did not fit a 
Poisson distribution they concluded all drivers are not 
equally liable to risk all the time. 

Kay [21] mentions the results of a statistica! analysis 
done by Greenwood & Woods in 1919. For over five 
weeks they registered the number of accidents among 648 
women munition workers . The numbers are shown in 
Fig. 3, col. b . Greenwood & Woods compared their data 
with the expected frequencies in case of a Poisson dis-

:::.1.mber or j Number of s~Expected acc ident. f r equency 

ace ident !iO ; v amen 
liabil it.i es per 'J i th N Po~sson Sing l e- bi ased Unequal 
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Fig. 3 C.omparison of actual data (colomn b) with three distributions 
(columns c. d , e) (Adapted from Kay. [211) . 

tribution . They assumed that all women had the same 
accident rate. 

The Poisson distribution with À= 0.47 fora sample of 
648 individuals is shown in Fig. 3, col. c. The data in 
column b do notfit the Poisson distri bution. (X2 goodness
of-fit is 61, v = 3, s-significant with a= 0.01.) So the facts 
do notsupport the hypothesis that each individual has the 
same liability to occur an accident. Consequently they 
consider two other models for which the results are shown 
in columns d and e . 

'Single-biased' hypothesis (column d): All individuals 
start with the same chance of an accident , but as a con
sequence of an accident an individual changes his prob
ability of ha ving further accidents. Th is probability can 
increase or decrease according to the degree to which the 
individual has become more nervous or more careful. The 
results, as shown in column d, arebasedon an increase 
of the probability. 

Unequalliabilities hypothesis (column e): The sample 
of 648 women munition workers is not homogeneous in 
its propensity to have accidents; certain employees are 
accident prone [22]. The results in column e closely fit 
the data in column b. (X2 goodness-of-fit is 2.3, v = 4, not
s-significant with a= 0.05.) 

Observational methad 
This method is not often mentioned in the literature . 

In practice it mearis that the human reliability engineer 
waits for an accident to occur. When it does, he imme
diately goes to the work situation and by interviewing and 
observing he tries to find out what happened. Singleton 
[ 18] mentions the following two studies in which the ob
servational method was used . Hobbs described road ac
cidents in this way; Powell et al. analyzed 2000 industrial 
accidents . 

Near accidents are also described by means of the 
observational method. Chapanis [23] refers to the re
search of McFarland & Moseley who described several 
types of near accidents, their frequency and the conditions 
under which they occurred in driving trailer-trucks. Cha
panis remarks that by means of this kind of observation 
far more facts are registered, than in the case of an ac-
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cident. He underlines this statement by quoting Heinrich 
( 1950) who found out that of the 330 incidents which had 
been observed 300 resulted in no injury, 29 in minor in
juries and only one in a mlijor injury. The method of direct 
observation had two disadvantages: 
I. Observation certainly affects the behaviour of people 

who are observed; 
2. The observer defines what he regards as a near 

accident. 
Both disadvantages do not apply in the same way to the 
study of real accidents. There the problem is that the 
individuals who are involved have to reeall how the ac
cident occurred and what difficulties arose. Often reeall 
is selective. People often dislike to speak about accidents 
in which they were involved . 

Meister [24] remarks that in most plants, management 
pays little attention to human reliability engineering. I 
agree with Meister that management ought to require fail
ure-reports. In these reports the types of human errors, 
the causes and consequences as seen by the observer, the 
conditions and actual situation(s) in which human errors 
have occurred should be stated. Subsequently the work 
situation itself should also be analyzed. In this analysis 
the checklist drafted by Meister [24] could be used. 

Meister mentions a number of disadvantages which 
arise when using the failure report: 
- The kind of error and ca u se of an error are not directly 

visible to the observer; 
-The observer has to infer the cause by himself. lt may 

be difficult for him to report individual factors; 
-One error registered by the observer does not mean 

that the human reliability engineer is able to define a 
problem area. 

The critica/ incident technique 
Accidents are rare (top of the iceberg) and therefore 

it is difficult to get a reasonable sample si ze . Because such 
a sample is obtained by observing and recording fora long 
time, the conditions differ under which the facts occur. 
For that reason it is necessary to record also the critica] 
incidents. The critica! incident technique enables the hu
man-reliability engineer to record in a systematic way the 
events which deteriorate the task performance. The in
dividuals who are concemed know these events. They 
are asked to inform the interviewer. 

Flanagan [ 17] describes the way in which this technique 
has developed. For several reasons (selection , training, 
task design) the question was "How does the operator 
actually set about his task?". The operator was asked 
to write down his experiences with regard to a specific 
task performance. From these descriptions the critica! 
job requirements, were ascertained. A procedure thus 
arose which is now known as the critica! incident tech
nique. This procedure consistsof a number of steps which 
arealso described by Flanagan. 

An answer which Fitts & Jones [ 15] got from one of 
the respondents illustrates the technique. 
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The question was: ' ' Describe in detailsome error which 
you have made in reading or interpreting an aircraft in
strument, detecting a signa!, or understanding instruc
tions; or describe such an error made by another indi
vidual when you were watching at the time" . 

The answer was: "I was flying a C-47 as first pilot in 
the local traffic pattem with wheels down and checked. 
On the final approach the copilot lowered halfflaps. Just 
prior to making contact with the runway, the copilot called 
for 'go-around' saying that the red landing-gear warning 
light was on. When back at traffic altitude a check dis
closed that while on the final approach the green landing
gear warning light had come on. In this model aircraft, 
the heater spill-valve warning lights and the red landing
gear warning light are close enough to cause confusion 
in a case of this sort". 

This is a discrimination-error. 

V. THE REDUCTION OF HUMAN ERRORS 

Situation-caused errors and human-caused errors are 
distinguished. In Figure I situational factors and individ
ual factors were distinguished. Therefore error-reduetion 
measures can be put into two approaches: work-situation 
and human. 

The work-situation approach (Swain [6, p 71]) 
Like Lees [ 14] , Swain suggests that most human errors 

are caused by situational factors. They both plead for 
research . This research can be done in two different ways: 

I. Experts from outside the work situation analyze the 
situation. (Situation in the psychological sense of the 
word.) Afterthe Man-Machine System Analysis, concrete 
proposals for improvement can be made. In the MMS
analysis the usual methods and techniques are observa
tion, interview, and the task analysis of Annett & Duncan 
[25]. 

2. Management encourages the employee to identify 
existing situational causes of errors. Groups of employees 
form Error-Cause-Removal (ECR) teams. One ofthe em
ployees is chosen to join such a team as a coordinator. 
At regular meetings each member of the ECR-team is 
expected to describe in detail error-prone and accident
prone situations . These descriptions are discussed, and 
concrete improvements are proposed to management. lf 
necessary other experts (technicians, economists, ergon
omists) are consulted. In an ECR-program the next phases 
are: 

a. Program introduetion at different levels in the or
ganization. I agree with Swain that an employee can be 
seen as a expert subject. His know-how a nd skill are 
available to the organization. The reliability engineer 
ought to stimulate the communication between staff, pro
duction management, and operators, so that the available 
expertise can be used completely. Usually attitudes will 
have to be changed in this phase . 
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b. Formation and training of groups of employees, so 
that these groups can really function as ECR-teams. In 
the operator-process situation, begin with existing shifts 
of operators. The first operator is the coordinator. His 
training wil I be aimed at learning the required knowledge, 
skill, and attitude [26]. Participation in the ECR-team is 
voluntary . The coordinator ought to stimulate the other 
members as much as possible. 

c . Regular meetings of the ECR-teams. These meet
ings are valuable for descrihing in detail the work situa
tion, for analyzing these descriptions, and for proposing 
improvements. 

d. Evaluation of the proposals by experts. One must 
answer questions like: To what degree will the error rate 
be reduced? What are the costs ofredesign? What are the 
consequences for job-satisfaction, turn-over, and absen
teeism? In this phase the costs and the benefits should 
be considered. 

e. Proposals which have been sifted out are offered 
to management. Management informs the ECR-team of 
its decisions. 

f. Redesigned work situations are evaluated by out
side-experts. 
Swain [27] describes in detail the ECR-program, and 
mentions some successful applications. (Nothing is said 
about unsuccessful applications!) 

The human approach (motivation and training, Lees [ 14, 
p 95] .) 

One begins with the assumptions that most human er
rors are caused by individual factors, and that employees 
on different organizationallevels are a bie to achieve error
free performance if they have been trained adequately 
and if they really want error-free performance. Swain [6, 
p 53] is critica! about the assumption that individuals 
could be motivated to achieve error-free performance. He 
refers toa motivational program in which employees are 
taught to dotheir jobs right the first time and are motivated 
to maintain the error-free performance. 

In my opinion it is not possiblc to motivate the em
ployee permanently in keeping an error-free performance 
(motivational approach). Undoubtedly saturation will oc
cur. Management ought to fix the work situation so that 
workers cannot drift toward an accident prone behaviour 
(work situation approach) . A motivational program can 
reduce the human-caused errors during a certain period 
of time, but humans will err because situation-caused 
errors cannot be eliminated by the employee himself. One 
remarkable result of the above-mentioned motivational 
program is that after being introduced into a work situ
ation there was a decrease in the errors reported by the 
employees, not in the actual error ra te. 

Each work situation ought to be descr.ibed in detail, 
and the employee himself should participate. Employee 
participation in ECR-teams achieves: 
I. lncreased job satisfaction for the employees; 
2. Reduction of the error rate to an acceptable level. 
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4. Evaluation of a Conventional Process-Alarm 
System in a Fertilizer Plant 

H. KRAGTAND l BONTEN 

Abstract-A snxly to gain insight into the way "process-alanu systems" 
are actually used and evaluated in pradice, and to know how busy the 
human operator is in dealing with the system is presenteiL Observations 
and interviews were carried out with eight experienced control room 
operators from a feJtilizer plant. For 63 h all the waming signals of the 
conventional system were reconled and rated by the operators. The metbod 
of observation is briefly described. The actual ratings were compared with 
tbose assumed in advance. The results indicated that in the feJtilizer plant 
the process-alarm system was mainly used as a monitoring tooi and nor as 
an alarm system requiring action was indicated by !he results. Therefore 
"annunciator syste.m" would he a better term. The number of waming 
signals recorded was swprisingly high. Suggestions are given to reduce this 
number; e.g., annunciator systems can be improved by reducing !he number 
of irTelevant cluster and osciUation signals. In interviews outside the 
control room favorable and less favorable aspects of the system were 
discussed with the operators and critical incidents (human errors) were 

Manuscript received April 4, 1983; revised June 11, 1983. This work 
was supported by tbe Commission of the European Communities. 

The authors are witb tbe Department of Industrial Engineering, Uni
versity of Technology. Den Dolech 2. P.O. Box 513. 5600MB Eindhoven. 
The Netherlands. 

analyzed. Five incidents are briefly described. On the basis of this study, 
the various functions of the annunciator system are discussed. A plea is 
I1Uide lor further research in the laboratory, so as to tackle some of the 
"interface" problems that were found. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A "PROCESS-ALARM system" forms part of the in
strumentation system that operators in a central con

trol room have at their disposal. One of the functions of 
the process-alarm system is to alert the operator to changes 
in the process. 

From the related literature (Andow . and Lees [1], 
Edwards and Lees [2], Williams [3], the Purdue Workshop 
[4], the report on Three Mile Island [5], and Sheridan [6]) 
and from the previous experience of the first authór, we 
conclude that from an ergonomie point of view the design 
of a process-alarm system should be improved. In many 
cases "alarm inflation" occurs [7] and the operator seems 
to lose confidence in the system. Particularly in the more 

0018-9472/83/0700-0000$01.00 ©1983 IEEE 
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advanced systems where it is easy to add new alarm points, 
it is often difficult for the operator to get a good overall 
view. In order to gain insight into the way process-alarm 
systems are actually used and evaluated in practice, and to 
see how busy the operator is in dealing with the system, it 
was decided that an exploratory study would be conducted. 
This was carried out in a Dutch chemica! industry (DSM) 
in two control rooms: a polyethylene plant and a fertilizer 
plant. The study presented in this artiele took place in the 
fertilizer plant. The study can be subdivided as follows. 

Observations: For 63 h covering the various shifts, all the 
signals of the process-alarm system were recorded by ob
servers and rated by experienced operators. 

Interviews: After the observations had been made, the 
operators were interviewed individually about critica) inci
dents and the favorable and less favorable aspects of the 
system.1 

Up to now the term process-alarm system has been used. 
In view of the results of the study, however, we would 
suggest using the term "annunciator system." Before pre
senting the methods and techniques that were applied, and 
the results of the study, we shall describe the annunciator 
system and the operator-process situation in more detail. 

IJ. ANNUNCIATOR SYSTEMS 

A. Purpose and Construction 

Since a control room operator cannot be alert to every
thing all the time, his attention must be directed to (im
portant) changes in the process state as soon as they are 
taking place. His attention is drawn by warning signals 
(often unjustly called alarms). Such a warning signa! con
sists of an audible and a visual signa!, and is generated by 
the annunciator system. 

An annunciator system can be divided into four subsys
tems: the audible, the visual, the acknowledgment, and the 
system that coordinates the tasks of those three subsystems 
and links them with the process. 

1) The Audible Subsystem: In genera!, an audible signa! is 
suitable for mak.ing the operator irnrnediately aware of, for 
instance, an off-normal condition somewhere in the pro
cess (attention function). After detecting this signa! the 
operator looks for the related changes in the process vari
ables. In some systems the sound also indicates (e.g., by 
another pitch) the specific process section which needs his 
attention. This subsystem may consist of one or more of 
the following: homs, bells, etc. 

2) The Visual Subsystem: Visual signals are suitable for 
pinpointing the place of the change and the type of change 
(specification function) in the process. In some systems 
visual signals are also used to guide the operator in detect
ing the changes; for instance, he can look at a central 
fascia to see in which process section the change has taken 

1 This yields valuable inforrnation for understanding the obseJVations. 
_ and about the strong and wea.k points of the process-alarm system. 
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place. We distinguish among three types of visual systems: 

• systems in which the information is presenled via 
lights or switches (conventional systems); 

• systems in which the information is presented via 
computer-conneeled visual display units (VDU's) and 
printers (advanced systems); 

• combinations of both systems. 

Conventional annunciator systems inelude the so-called 
"push-button system for fascia lights" (PF system). This 
PF system was investigated in the fertilizer plant. The 
visual subsystem of a PF system consists of illuminated 
fascias that are placed on panels. Hence the warning 
signals are shown over a whole wall surface and the opera
tor can see at a glance what is happening. He simply 
recognizes a warning signa! by its position. (In annunciator 
systems with a printer or a VDU, however, the different 
warning signals are all presented in one and the same 
place. Therefore the operator has to search for information 
in those systems.) The lights that are linked with the 
process contacts are called annunciators; they present the 
change of state. 

When a process variabie exceeds the alarm limit and 
consequently the process contact switches, the associated 
light flashes rapidly (see Fig. 1). Such a warning signa! is 
called an oncoming warning signa!. When the process 
variabie returns to normal, the light flashes slowly. This is 
called a retum-to-normal signal. In both cases the flashing 
persists until the operator acknowledges the warning signa! 
by pressing the push-button. When no change of state has 
to be presented, the annunciator presents a continuous 
signa!. This signa! corresponds with the state of the associ
ated process contact. Two ways of presenting this state are 
used, the "light-field system" (normal equals lit; off-nor
mal equals dark) and the "dark-field system" (normal 
equals dark; off-normal equals lit). 

In summary, each annunciator of a PF system has both a 
specificatien and a memory function. Thus, at any time, 
the operator can notice at a glance the state of the process 
contacts (e-g., which temperatures are too high) and conse
quently he can get an overall picture of the state of the 
process. 

3) The Acknow/edgment Subsystem: The audible and the 
(flashing) visual signals continue until the operator signifies 
to the annunciator system (by pressing a push-button) that 
he has perceived and identified them. For the remaioder of 
this artiele this reaction is called "acknowledgment." In 
practice we find that sometimes the operator acknowledges 
only to get rid of the audible signa!. 

The acknowledgment subsystem may consist of one or 
more push-buttons. If, as is sometimes the case in a PF 
system, each annunciator is provided with such a button, 
the way of acknowledgment is called "individual." In this 
case the light is generally placed inside the push-button. If 
the annunciators are arranged in groups and each group is 
provided with an acknowledgment button, we have "group 
acknowledgment." This system has disadvantages as we 
will show later on. 
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Fig. 1. Time sequence of PF annunciator systern. 

B. The Processing of a Warning Signa/ in a PF System 

To clarify the processing of a warning signal, the time 
sequence of the appropriate signals and the related ac_ts of 
acknowledgment are presented in Fig. 1. A process vanable 
exceeds the alarm limit at point A. Hence the binary state 
of the associated process contact is inverted. 

At that moment an audible signal can be heard in the 
control room and the light that belongs to the process 
contact starts flashing. When the operator hears the audi
ble signa!, he looks for the flashing light (detection), the 
associated process variabie ( discrimination), and the reason 
for the change in this variabie (interpretation). Based on 
this inforrnation he can predict what will happen if no 
action is taken, and then he bas to decide whether or not 
action is necessary. If action is required, he has to decide 
what it must be. The operator will acknowledge the warn
ing signal at some moment after discrimination (point B), 
but not necessarily after interpretation. In some systems, 
when a process variabie returns to normal (point C), a 
second signal occurs. At point D the light goes out. 

In the next section we present some ideas resulting from 
the study of the descriptions and specifications of (modern) 
process-alarm systems. Based on these ideas, we wil! for
mulate some hypothetical relations between events, signals, 
signa! ratings, and (control) actions by the operator. 

C: Modeland Hypotheses 

As stated in Section 11-A, the attention of the operator 
must be directed to changes in the state of the process as 
soon as they are ta.king place so that he will not be faced 

with undesirable results. Such changes can be divided into 
expected and unexpected events. 

Unexpected events in general are disturbances. They 
move the process into an off-normal state where process 
variables exceed their alarm lirnits, production machines 
are stopped, emergency apparatuses are started, etc. The 
warning signals that occur in such a case are called oncom
ing signals. They are presenled to the operator both audi
bly and visually (see Fig. 1). The operator cannot ignore 
these signals as he is not sure about what is happening. 
Therefore he will rate these signals as requiring an urgent 
notice, and he will take action in order to rninirnize the 
consequences of the disturbances and if possible to 
eliminale their causes. We formulate the following as an 
hypothesis. . 

Hypothesis A: Signals not resulting from operator actlon 
are oncoming ones; they will be rated as unexpected and 
urgent, and will be foliowed by action. 

Expected events usually result from operator actions. 
After a disturbance the operator brings the process back 
into the normal state. As a result, return-to-norrnal signals 
occur. Even when no disturbances or machine troubles 
occur, the annunciator system generates signals (both 
oncorning and return-to-normal) as a consequence of oper
ator actions such as switching the machines on or off, 
readjusting set values, etc. Because the operator himself 
changes the state of the process, the accompanying warn
ing signals wil! give hirn hardly any information and so 
they will oot require an urgent notice. This is the re~son 
that the return-to-norrnal signals are not presented audibly 
in many systems; in some systems, they are oot even 
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presented at all! With these ideas in mind one can for
mulate the following hypothesis. 

Hypothesis B: Signals resulting from operator action will 
be rated as expected and not urgent, and will not be 
foliowed by action. 

Both hypotheses are shown schematically in Fig. 2; this 
figure can also be presented in tabular form (Table I). 
According to the hypotheses, all signals not resulting from 
operator action wil! be found in the cel! marked A; all 
signals caused by operator actions will be found in the two 
cells marked B. In the remaining cells, no signals wilt be 
found. In Sectien V, we examine these hypotheses in 
relation to the actual data in the fertilizer plant. 

111. THE ÜPERATOR-PROCESS SJTUATION 

A. The Plant 

The plant under consideration produces fertilizer grains. 
In most of the process sections, solids (grains and powders) 
are present; in a few sections only, fluids are present. 
Temperatures are fairly low (mostly under 100 ° C). High 
pressures and vacua do not occur, and strongly poisonous 
chemieals are not used. Most of the operations are mechan
ica! (like sieving, mixing, turning over, blowing, etc.) or 
physical ( d.rying, etc.). 
· The plant itself is very large and consists of many 

machines and pieces of apparatus. Set-value adjustments 
and on-and-off switching of machines generally result in a 
change in the value of the process variables within three 

min. It is not necessary to check afterwards as there wil! be 
no further reaction. 

Several process units can be distinguished in the plant. 
Each process unit consists of a functional group of ma
chines and apparatuses. At least two units of each type 
have been installed. Connected in parallel, they form a 
"process group." The transportation system (mostly con
veyor beits, ropes, and feed-scrolls) is made in such a way 
that one or more process units of a group can be connected 
with one or more of the next group. This arrangement 
enables the operator to stop individual machines and ap
paratuses (e.g., for maintenance) without stoppingor seri
ously interrupting the whole process. 

Plant operators make such connections between the units 
of the successive groups, either on the orders of the control 
room operator or on their own initiative. The plant opera
tors are the people who most often switch the machines 
and pieces of apparatus on and off. A few machines can 
also be switched d.irectly from the control room. The 
amount of end-product is adapted to large fluctuations in 
demand andj or other circumstances (e.g., maintenance), 
by starting or stopping one or more process units. Auto
matic shut-down systems are used for the safety of the 
people and for safeguarding of equipment. 

B. The Annunciator System 

The control room is equipped with a control board, a 
graphic panel, and a console (see Fig. 3). The graphic panel 
is placed over the control board and extends over its whole 
length. It contains 357 lights of the PF annunciator system. 
Each light has been placed in a schematic picture of an 
apparatus or machine. The other 225 annunciator lights are 
placed in matrices on the vertical part of the console. 

Process variables are either analog or binary. In general 
the analog variables have a value which lies somewhere 
between the physically possible minimum and maximum. 
Between these two extremes the designers have defined the 
so-called alarm limits. Examples of such analog process
variables are temperature, pressure, level, and material 
composition. The binary variables have two possible val
ues; examples are as follows: a motor runs or is out of 
operation, a valve is open or closed, and a pipe is clean or 
clogged. 

The lights on the graphic panel are in light-field; the 
majority of them represent binary variables. The lights on 
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Fig. 3. Control room of fertilizer plant. 

the console are in dark-field; the majonty of them repre
sent analog variables. The annunciator system presents 
both the oncoming and retum-to-normal signals. The an
nunciator system is subdivided into five acknowledgrnent 
groups. Each group monitors one or more process groups. 
The operator can easily see the corresponding parts of each 
acknowledgment group on the graphic panel, on the con
sole, and also on the control board because these parts 
have been placed vertically in line. He acknowledges each 
warning signa! in such a group, both from the graphic 
panel and from the console by using the same acknowledg
ment button that is placed on the horizontal part of the 
console. Each of the five buttons has a light for indicating 
the occurrence of a waming signa! in its group. There is 
only one audible signa! (a two-tone bell) for all warning 
signals. 

C Clusters and Oscillations 

Starting or stopping a process unit is accompanied by 
many warning signals from both the analog and the binary 
process vanables. These signals come in rapid succession. 
We call such a group of signals a cluster. (We recorded 133 
clusters in 63 h. The average duration of a cluster was 5 
min with a standard deviation of 6.5 min. The average 
number of warning signals in a cluster was 12.) The 
operator is farniliar with the signals in a cluster. In fact he 
usually initiates them himself. Even so, he has to acknowl
edge all the warning signals separately. Since he has to be 
near the controls in such circumstances, he often has to 
walk back and forth between the control board and the 
console (see Fig. 3). Hence, dunng a cluster the annuncia
tor system demands more attention and causes more stress 
than seems necessary. 

Occasionally, due to fluctuation of the value of a process 
variable, a process contact will be constantly switching on 
and off. As a consequence, the associated annunciator 
constantly generates warning signals. This is quite irritating 
because all these signals also have to be acknowledged. We 
called such an accumulation of signals an oscillation. (We · 

recorded 50 oscillations in 63 h. The average duration of an 
oscillation was 8.5 min with a standard déviation of 8.5 
min. The average number of warning signals in an asciila
tion was 12.) 

When the control room operator is dealing with cluster 
or oscillation signals, it is quite possible that in other 
process parts, signals not belonging to the cluster or oscil
lation (single signals) will occur. At such moments these 
single signals can very easily be overlooked. Hence we 
postulate the following. 

Hypothesis C: Single warning signals occurnng dunng a 
cluster or an asciilation will be rated differently (e.g., more 
aften "urgent") from those occurring alone. 

IV. METHOOS AND TECHNIQUES 

A. Observations 

One of the airns of the study was to gain insight into the 
way the annunciator system in the fertilizer plant was 
actually used. Therefore we wanted to know whether hy
potheses A and 8, formulated inSection II-C, really covered 
the situation. In order to get an idea as to how busy the 
operator is in dealing with the system, we wanted to have 
more detailed information about the distnbution of signals 
in time, and the alternation of the penods that have many 
signals with those that have few signals. For this purpose 
the warning signals were recorded by the investigator and 
rated by an operator. Special observation forms were desig
ned in conjunction with the operators (see Fig. 4). The 
investigator, on his part of the form, noted the following 
for each signal: 

• the exact time of occurrence; 
• the name of the annunciator; 
• whether the signal was oncorning or retum-to-normal; 
• the state of the process units at that moment. 

The operator, on his part of the farm, rated the following 
aspects immediately after the occurrence of the warning 
signal. 

Expectation: Did he expect the warning signa! or not? If 
so, on which was it based: data or action? (As postulated 
in the hypotheses, an unexpected warning signal will be 
rated as urgent; an expected one as not urgent.) 

Urgency: Was it, in retrospect, necessary that the wam
ing signal had to be regarded immediately or could it have 
been disregarded for some time? 

Dunng the training and farniliarization of the operator 
with the observation forms, it appeared to be necessary to 
add the categones "Iess urgent" and "na information"; in 
contrast to the model, there were several signals that were 
rated as such by the operator. These categones were ini
tially supposed to be minor ones. So, the following distinc
tion was useful dunng the observations: 

I) The Urgent Signals: after detection, these signals 
must be regarded immediately; 

2) The Less-Urgent Signa/s: a delay of response of about 
one min is adrnissible. In our opinion, one min delay 
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Fig. 4. Obs~rvation form. 

is relatively quite a long time; therefore we use the 
words "less urgent"; 

3) The Not-Urgent Signals: a delay of response of about 
ten min is admissible; 

4) The Signa/s Without lnformation: these signals con
tain no information for the operator. 

In the remainder of this article, 3) and 4) have been 
added together. 

Action: Which operator action (subsequent or preceding) 
had accompanied the warning signal and was it taken 
inside or outside the control room? In contrast to the 
model, we had to add the category "no action." Just like 
the categones less urgent and no information, this category 
was supposed to be a minor one. 

Not all signals betonging to clusters and oscillations 
(Section III-C) could be recorded and rated, as they oc
curred in rapid succession. Moreover the operator is 
familiar with such a group of signals. So, for clusters and 
oscillations, only the exact time of the first and the last 
warning signal was recorded. The number of signals was 
counted and noted on the observation form. Warning 
signals not belonging to a cluster or an oscillation were. 

recorded and rated as such. These signals, called "single 
warning signa/s," are the ones on which most of the results 
are based. 

At the beginning we thought every control room opera
tor could participate in the investigation regardless of his 
experience. During the testing of the observation forrns, 
however, it appeared that there were more signals when 
less experienced operators were on duty. This we ascribed 
to the way in which they controlled the process. We 
decided to carry out the actual observations with experi
enced operators because we wanted to use only one cate
gory. The group of operators with whom we did the 
investigations could be considered to be represent!uive of 
those who are able to control the process on their own. As 
it was impossible for an operator in the fertilizer plant to 
control the process and fill out the forrns at the same time, 
another operator (the "observer") was asked to fill them 
ouL To do this the observer had to try to follow the 
reasoning of the centrolling operator. The observer was 
sitting beside the investigator; both had a form in front of 
them. The observer rated the signa! that he had either 
noted bimself or had read from the forrn of the investiga
tor. Both forrns were checked regularly with regard to the 
noted signals. 
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TABLE 11 
SUM.\!ARY OF ÜBSERVATION DATA 

1 2 I I 8 
+ ----------------+---------------------------------------+---------

Tot al au; 2eo lll 50 1148 266 960 1 62"50' 
I 

Morninq 265 92 42 16 485 59 JJO I 17'40' 
I 

Afternoon 300 lll SB 16 422 115 420 I 25'07' 
I 

Niqht 251 75 33 18 241 92 210 I 20'03' 

1 is 1he number of single waming signals not occurring in a cluster or oscitlalion. 
2 is !he number of single waming signals occurring i.n a cluster or oscillation. 
3 is the number of clusters. 
4 is !he number of oscillations. 
5 is !he number of signals counted as betonging to clusters. 
6 is tbe number of signals counted as betonging to oscillations. 
7 is the estimated number of nonrecorded signals betonging to clusters 
and oscillations. . 
8 is the observation time ( - b,' ~ m.in). 

In each shift of operators (crew) we used two operators 
who were used to working together; in total: four crews x 
two operators equals eight operators. For half of an ob
servation period one of these two operators controlled the 
process and the other rated the warning signals. For the 
other half the roles were reversed. 

Before carrying out the actual observations, we spent 
some time on training and familiarizing the operators with 
the observation situation. The observations were carried 
out during 14 shift periods, viz., five moming, five afternoon 
and four night, totaling 63 h during normal plant operation 
(i.e., no total start-up or break-down). 

B. Interviews 

We agree with Bainbridge [8) that interviews may be the 
best verbal method for getting an idea of the eperator's 
knowledge of and experience in process technology. By 
interviewing operators, we expected to record their knowl
edge and opinions about the annunciator system. lf care
fully organized, interviews are also suitable for discovering 
human errors and the possible situational and individual 
factors causing them [9). 

All of the eight operators who took part in the research 
were interviewed. We chose the personal interview (outside 
the control room) so as to collect a personal opinion from 
each operator, and because people are more inclined to 
talk about their mistakes in a personal interview than in a 
group. 

Anonymity being guaranteed, nobody objected to the 
use of a tape recorder. Moreover since the operators al
ready knew the researchers from on-the-job training of the 
Jatter, the interviewer could focus his mind fully on the 
interviews. All interviews were done by the first author; 
they lasted from 45 to 90 min. The subjects of these 
semi-structured interviews (open-ended questions) were the 
advantages and disadvantages of the annunciator system, 
and human errors (critica] incidents, [10]). 

V. RESULTS OF ÜBSERVATIONS 

The numbers of signals collected in the observations are 
listed in Table 11. The analyses concern the following: 

1) ratings of single warning signals (Section IV-A); 
2) time intervals between consecutive single warning 

signals; 
3) clusters and oscillations. 

A. Ratings of Single Signals 

Before discussing the results, we present in Fig. 5 both 
the percentages of the response alternatives of each (rated) 
aspect and those of the signa! type. The following findings 
are worth mentioning. 

• The number of signals foliowed by operator action 
was small (7.5 percent)2 An explanation that fits our 
hypotheses would be that rather few disturbances oc
curred during the observation period. 

• 42 percent of the warning signals were unexpected. 
According to our hypotheses this would mean that 
quite a lot of disturbances occurred, rather more than 
in the case mentioned above. 

• 13 percent of the signals required urgent attention. 

Thus, there are rather great differences (7.5 percent, 42 
percent, and 13 percent) among these three figures. We 
therefore suspect that the model is wrong. We come to the 
same condusion if we consider the categones "no-act ion 
signals" (45 percent) and "less-urgent signals" (36 percent), 
both of which we had suspected to be minor ones. 

1) Data Versus Hypotheses: We exarnine to what extent 
the relations as given in Fig. 2 (and Table I) are present in 
the data. Therefore we consider Table Ill in more detail. 

According to hypothesis A, signals not resulting from 
operator action woul.d be oncoming ones, rated as unex
pected and urgent, and would be foliowed by action. In 
Table IV (extracted from Table lil) all the 624 signals not 
resulting from operator action are classified according to 
the other aspects. From this table we see that only 25 out 
of 624 signals fit this hypothesis. 

The second implication in hypothesis A is that oncom
ing, unexpected, and urgent signals would be foliowed by 

2Approximately tbe same percentage was found in the polyethylene 
plant [10). 
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TABLE lil 
ACTUAL NUMBER OF SIGNALS FOR EACH COMBINATION OF ASPECT 

CATEGOR!ES 

EXPECTA.TION L .,: .,. _:· -L"' 
I ~ ;jlb /frl ~ 1;1 SIGIII.L TYPE ACTION 
~ ~...., ...._*'b ",(;-- ...,"b ",""" ...,"'b 

~:~4' (t'" "•q qlli(J "_4-q Q"CJ 

V ~ :.::,C" ~Jr .:§ ~· :::.~ 414> 

r P.ecadl nq 44 73 12 . 69 5 12 215 

Onc om i nq ~ Sub.sequent. 4 2 14 4 25 10 59 l No action 118 66 38 38 21 14 295 

Preeed inq )0 56 7 129 1 )4 257 

Return-te-norillal- Subsequent 3 3 2 2 ) 9 22 

No acti o n 102 54 )) 50 2 7 248 

1 )01 254 106 292 57 86 1 1D96 

No action means no operator action; so, actions perfonned by tbe 
maintenance men are included. 

action. In Table IV we see that for 25 signals this is true, 
but for 21 signals, not true. 

According to hypothesis B, signals caused by the opera
tor would be rated as expected and not urgent. In Table V 
(also extracted from Table lil) the 472 signals with a 
preceding action are classified according to the other 
aspects. Out of these signals only 129 (26 percent) belong 
to the predicted category. The greater part of these signals 
does not fit the hypothesis, however. 
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TABLEIV 
SJONALS NOT R.ESULTING fRO~t OPERA TOR ACTION (CF 

HYPOTHESIS A): SUBSET DERJVED FRO~ TADLE lil 

URGENCY 

SlGNAl. TYPE ACTION 

----- - -- · 
Subsequent. 18 6 25 10 59 

Oncom lnq 
No act ion 156 104 21 14 295 

( Subsequent. 5 5 ) 9 " 
Re<u•n- to-no •••11 

No action 1)5 104 2 7 208 

1)14 "' 51 40 i .,. 
Others mean less urgent, nol urgent, and no information. 

TABLEV 
S!GNALS CAUSED BY THE OPERATOR (CF HYPOTHESIS B): SUBSET 

DERJVED FROM T ABLE III 

URGENCY 

I 

Urgent + l.ess urgent 25 244 269 

Not urqent + No interma tion 74 129 20) 

99 )7) 472 

In conclusion, we state that hypotheses A and B do not 
cover the situation. first of all, there is the existence of the 
categones no-action signals ( 45 percent) and less
urgent signals (36 percent). Secondly, the relations are by 
no means as obvious as was expected. 

What are the reasons for the discrepancies? Why are so 
many signals rated differently from what was postulated in 
the model? From further analysis of the data we gained 
some insight into the way the annunciator system in the 
fertilizer plant was actually used. In the following we 
consider successively both hypotheses, and mention the 
most important findings. 

a) Signals not resulting from operator action ( hypothesis 
A): Table IV shows us that most of the signals not resulting 
from operator action, contrary to what was supposed in 
hypothesis A, are rated as no action andjor less urgentjnot 
urgentjno information. Also retum-to-normal signals are 
included. 

i) Signals notfoliowed by action (543): 44 of these 
signals were rated as urgent and 159 as less urgent (Table 
lil). Analysis of these signals showed that the operator 
often used the annunciator system as a tooi for monitoring 
the changes in the process. For a good supervision of the 
process he wanted to observe the following: 

• disturbances in the process which did not require an 
action directly (" wait and see"); 
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• whether or not an analog variabie would return to its 
desired value of its own accord; 

• whether or not some of the apparatuses started up 
automatically when the process required it. 

From the other 340 signals with no action, 280 were 
rated as not urgent, e.g., because the changes concerned 
took place slowly; 60 signals were rated as no information 
(for the operator they might have been omitted). . 

ii) Return-to-normal signals (270): 21 of these s1gnals 
were rated as urgent and 87 as less urgent (Table 111); 22 
return-to-normal signals caused a subsequent action, three 
of them were even "alanning" (unexpected and urgent). In 
several cases the operator had to wait for a return-to-nar
mal signa! when he really wisbed to carry out an action 
immediately after noticing the signa!, e.g., startmg up a 
pump. . . 

So, return-to-normal signals are somelimes very Lm

portant to the operator. We will discuss this in Section 
V-A2. 

b) Signals Caused by the Operator (Hypothesis B): 
From Table V we learn that operator actions not only 
caused signals that were expected and not urgent (accord
ing to hypothesis B), but also signals which were rated as 
urgentjless urgent and unexpected. 

i) Urgent and less-urgent signals (269): 244 of these 
signals were expected. Obviously the operator wanted to be 
informed rather soon about the results of his actions (con
trol actions or the commands to the plant operator), and 
therefore he used the annunciator system. In 46 cases 
(Table lil) he even wanted to know immediately whether 
an action had had the desired result, for instance, whether 
the plant operator had performed his task correctly. 

So, in contrast to the model, not only the unexpected 
events urgently required notice, but somelimes also the 
expected ones. 

Analysis of the above-mentioned 244 signals showed us 
that also included in this subset were the few (six) signals 
generated by a plant operator who wisbed to inform the 
control room operator of his whereabouts by switching a 
motor off and on. In these cases the armunciator system 
was used as a kind of communication system. 

ii) Unexpected signals (99): 74 of these signals were 
rated as not urgentjno information. These signals were 
caused by the plant operator acting on his own initiative 
(cleaning, little repairs, maintenance, etc.). The remaining 
25 signals were rated as urgentjless urgent; six of them 
were caused by wrong actions. The model does not start 
from the assumption that the operator is unaware of the 
action taken by others. In the fertilizer plant, however, the 
control room operator was somelimes faced with signals 
that he did not expect at that particular moment and that 
were caused by other people. 

2) Return-to-Normal Signals in Genera/: Let us consider 
Table lil in more detail with regard to retum-to-normal 
signals. When dealing with the hypotheses in the foregoing 
section, we have already seen that not only the oncoming 
signa!, but also the retum-to-norrnal signa!, meant "infor-
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mation': for the operator. For instance, a return-to-normal 
signa! somelimes meant that the operator should start an 
action. In other cases it gave him feedback about actions 
which had been carried out by the plant operator. 

In Section 11-C it was said that in some annunciator 
systems, however, return-to-normal signals are not presen
led to the operator. What would that mean for the operator 
in the fertilizer plant? 

The reason for omitting retum-to-normal signals is that 
these signals would already be known to the operator. But 
this is not always true as we can see in Table 111. There 
were 183 unexpected signals of which 48 were rated as 
urgentjless urgent. Also, retum-to-normal signals were not 
always caused by the operator himself as was assumed in 
the model. There were 248 signals not related to any of his 
actions; 92 of them were rated as urgentjless urgent. It 
concemed signals belonging to variables in a process sec
tion that retumed to the required values of their own 
accord and of which the operator wisbed to be reminded 
when dealing, for instance, with another section. 

Finally, we compare the retum-to-normal signals with 
the oncoming ones on the rating aspect, urgency. Table VI 
shows us the numbers. From this we conclude there is no 
meaningful difference in the rating between the two types 
of signals. 

The total number of warning signals could be decreased 
by nonpresentation of the retum-to-normal signals. But the 
findings mentioned above suggest that we should be very 
careful of merely omitting them in the fertilizer plant. At 
least 279 signals rated as useful (urgent and less urgent) 
would then be lost (25 percent of the total number of 
signals and 53 percent of the return-to-normal signals). 

3) Summarizing the Ratings: The hypotheses A and B do 
not cover the situation. The control room operator in the 
fertilizer plant used the annunciator system to ascertain 
whether 

• disturbances occurred in the process, and if so, what 
kind of disturbances; 

• disturbances disappeared of their own accord; 
• (or not) apparatuses started .up automatically when the 

process required it; 
• his actions had the desired results; 
• an event (action or disturbance) occurred that he 

expected; 
• the plant operator had perforrned his task correctly; 
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• the plant operator had acted on his own initiative; 
• the plant operator had reached his place of destination 

in the plant. 

By analyzing the ratings, we got an idea as to how the 
annunciator system is actually used. In the following sec
tions we deal with the subject of" busyness." 

B. Time lnteroa/s Between Consecutive Single Warning 
Signals 

To get an idea of how busy the operator is in dealing 
with the single signals of the annunciator system, we 
wanted to have more information about the distribution of 
single signals in time and the alternation between the 
periods with many, and those with few signals. 

The frequency distribution of the time intervals between 
the consecutive single signals is given in Fig. 6. This figure 
shows that there were many short and few long time 
intervals- a phenomenon we also found in the polyethyl
ene plant [11]. 

We cannot yet see a pattem in the distribution of busy 
and quiet periods. This point was tack!ed by taking the 
autocorrelation function into consideration. The autocorre
lation was calculated for the various values of the lag 
(u= 1 to 10; [12)). These correlations were smaller than 
0.15. From this result we cannot deduce a regularity in the 
sequence of consecutive time intervals. Similar results were 
found for the time intervals of the three shifts separately as 
well as when we took into account the first signa! of each 
cluster and oscillation (see Sectien V-C). In conclusion, 
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these results indicate that with regard to single signals 
witrun a particular shift, busy periods versus quiet periods 
cannot be clearly indicated. These signals occurred almost 
at random. (In the Appendix the three types of 
shifts-morning, afternoon, and night-are compared with 
regard to "busyness" based on the number of signals per 
unit of time.) 

C. Cluster and Oscillations 

As mentioned in Sectien Hl-A, process units have to be 
started and stopped very frequently. This is accompanied 
by many warning signals (cluster; Sectien III-C). 

Often the control room operator had only to give one or 
two orders to the plant operator. Once the procedure had 
been started, the plant operator managed its continuation 
and terminalion alone. Based on the information from the 
annunciator system, the control room operator could see 
how far the plant operator was in perforrning his task, and 
whether a machine that had been switched on had already 
reached the right temperature, etc. Using this information, 
he adjusted the set values of the appropriate controllers 
(this is a type of manual "feed-forward con trol"). 

An oscillation is generaled by the fluctuation of the 
value of a process variabie (Section III-C). After an oscilla
tion or cluster had been started and identified, the signals 
beienging to an oscillation-string or a cluster-string could 
be predicted very accurately. 

Part (approx.imately 75 percent) of the total observation 
time, viz., 47 h and 42 min out of 62 h and SO.rnin, did not 
contain any cluster or oscillation. In the remaining part 
quite a lot of signals had to be acknowledged. Table 11 
shows that during 15 hand 8 min at least 1414 (1148 + 266) 
signals belonging to clusters and oscillations, and 280 
single signals occurred. 

In Section III-C we postulated that single signals occur
ring during a cluster or asciilation will be rated differently 
(e.g., more aften as urgent) from those occurring alone 
because of the fear of overlooking them (hypothesis C). We 
exarnined this in Table VII. 

It was found that single warning signals occurring during 
a cluster or an oscillation were rated as more urgent and 
more expected than the others (x 2(3) = 22.9, p < 0.05 and 
x2(2) = 13.6, p < 0.05). How can this be explained? In 
analysing the data, it was found that in the fertilizer plant 
a cluster itself sametimes caused a single signal in the same 
process unit (a so-called induced single signa!). Hence, in 
dealing with a particular cluster the experienced operator 
will expect this induced single signa! if it occurs. There are 
situations in which such a single signa! could be foliowed 
by serious trouble. In that case he will rate the induced 
single signa! as urgent. In total we recorded 90 induced 
single signals. When these were excluded, the x2-test gave 
the following results: single signals occurring during a 
cluster or asciilation (but not induced by it) are more 
urgent than those occurring alone (x2(3) = 20.37, p < 
0.05); and, these single signals are not more expected than 
those occurring alone (x2(2) = 2.31, p < 0.05). 
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TABLE VIl 
RATINGS OF SINGLE SIGNALS AS SUCH. AS WELLAS DURING CLUSTER AND ÛSCILLATION 

Aspect Response 
alternatives 

I Siqnals Signals x' 
I not in clus/osc, 
1-number ' 

in clus/osc. 
number \ 

----------------------------- -------+-------------------------------+-----------
I 

(Total 816 100.0 280 100 . 0 I 
I 

Expectation E:xpected after action I 332 40 . 7 
14. 6 
44. 7 

116 
65 
99 

41.4 I , 13.6 
23.2 I 1<. (0 . 05) &xpected on base of datal 119 

Unexpected I 365 35.4 I • 5.99 

Urqency 

Action 

Urgent 
Less urgent 
Not urgent 
No information 

Precedinq 
Subsequen t standa rd 
Subsequent non-standard 
No action 
By •aintenance-•en 

I 

97 
27 3 
368 

78 

348 
45 
16 

370 
37 

11.9 
33 . 5 
4 5.1 

9. 6 

42.7 
5.5 
2-0 

45 . 3 
4. 5 

46 
125 

97 
12 

124 
10 
10 

123 
13 

I 

16.4 I 
44.6 I 2 22.9 
34.6 I x 10.05 ) 

4.3 I • 7.81 
I 

44.3 I 
3.6 :-x.2 (o~Ó~l 3. 6 

43.9 I • 9. 49 
4. 6 I 

I 
------------------------------------+ -------------------------------+-----------
Type Analogue oncomtng I 195 23.9 64 22.9 I 

Analogue return-to-norm.l 192 2l . S 58 20 . 7 I l 1.4 
Blnory oncom!ng I 227 27.8 83 29.6 I X (0 . 05) 
Binary return-to-normal I 202 24 . 8 75 26.8 I '"' 7.81 

I I 

For eacb aspect. we resred the independency between lbe (response) 
alternatives and !he fact, whether or nol tbe signals occurred during a 
cluster or oscillation. (Tbe x2 stalistics were based on the columns with the raw frequencies.) 

The explanation for rating these signals as more urgent 
is due to the fact that operators could easily have missed 
them in the middle of the clusters and the oscillations, 
which confinns hypothesis C. (The operators also reported 
this problem in the interviews, Section VI-B). 

In conclusion, we would emphasize that clusters and 
oscillations should be made less dominant. In Section 
VII-B we deal with measures that will reduce these kinds of 
signals. 

Vl. R.ESULTS OF INTERVIEWS 

The operators were asked to give their opinions about 
favorable and less favorable aspects of the annunciator 
system (Section Vl-A) and also their errors, if any, while 
processing the signals (Section Vl-B). The main points are 
mentioned in this section. 

A. The Annunciator System 

I) General Aspects: The annunciator system concerned 
(Section III-B) presents all the return-to-nonnal signals. In 
the operators' opinion they should be presented because 
the operator needs to know whether the process variables 
have returned to the required state in one part of the 
process while he is dealing with another part. He also li.kes 
to know whether the plant operator perfonns the task he 
has been set, and what stage the process has reached 
(reduction of uncertainty). 

2) Audible Subsystem: In the opinion of the operators the 
audible signal was irritating_ They said that sometimes they 
acknowledged as soon as possible to get rid of the signa!! 
They thought that their irritation was due to the great 
number of signals which were somelimes audibly presented. 

In the case of an automatic start or stop procedure in one 
of the process groups, only the beginning and the end of 
the procedure were presented audibly. All the other signals 
were visual ones. This kind of noise reduction was consid
ered to be an improvement. 

3) Visua/ Subsystem: It was not seen as a problem that 
one part of the system had been designed in light field 
(graphic panel) and the other one in dark field (console). 
An explanation for this attitude could be the physical and 
functional separation of both systems. 

In the opinion of the operators, a part of the dark-field 
system had not been designed logically. The running lights 
of seven motors that were not always in operation were 
unlit when their motors were not running. The lights of the 
other motors that were placed on the same console were 
unlit when they were working. This was understandably 
found to be rather confusing. They suggested putting them 
all in the light-field system because they thought that 
something that is woricing should be lit. 

The matrices on the console were easy to observe (see 
also Fig. 3). No discrimination problems were mentioned 
because the text of the annunciator had been placed on the 
"light-window" and not above, below, or beside it. The 
characters on the light-window were found to be too smal!. 
If more text is needed, well-chosen abbreviations should be 
used. 

The graphic panel was seen as a useful tooi because it 
gives an overall picture of the following: 

• the state of the process (which part is working; how 
the process units are linked together); 

• a breakdown (what is happening); 
• the work outside the control room (which part is the 

plant operator dealing with). 
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4) Acknowledgment Subsystem: Group acknowledgment 
was considered to be inferior to the individual acknowledg
ment with which most of the operators were familiar. As 
possible reasons the following were mentioned: the signals 
that are overlooked can be "acknowledged" unseen (see 
also Section VI-B); another signa! occurs whi/e an acknowl
edgment push-button is being pressed, and then this signa! 
is lost! (Although the probability of the latter occurring is 
low, it nevertheless exists.) 

Group acknowledgment also has disadvantages when 
oscillation and cluster signals occur (Section V -C). While 
holding the finger on the push-button, the operator will not 
notice single signals in the same acknowledgment group. 

If group acknowledgment has to be applied, e.g., in some 
of the more advanced systems or when a part of the system 
has been placed above reaching height (see Fig. 3), then the 
acknowledgment system must be designed in such a way 
that only a very short trigger-pulse is given when a button 
is pressed, and not a continuous pulse that lasts as long as 
the button is pressed. In the first case a signa! that is 
coming on during pressing cannot then be acknowledged. 

B. Errors Made/Critica/ Incidents 

The most important incidents are mentioned in this 
section. 

Incident A: Failure to notice a particular signa! when 
several annunciators start flashing at the sarne moment. 

Cause: The annunciator system concemed had group 
acknowledgment. Therefore the signa! was acknowledged 
without a visual check. 

Consequence: The light of the annunciator concemed 
stayed on (unseen by the operator) and some time later a 
process part stopped. 

Incident B: Failure to notice that process unit B had 
stopped during the start-up of another unit A. 

Causes: The operator did not notice and did not 
acknowledge the annunciator system because he had the 
idea the signals all belonged to unit A. 

The operator kept on acknowledging in order to get rid 
of the audible signa!, not adequately noticing the visual 
system. 

Consequence: Production flow was disturbed. 
Incident C: The signa! was incorrectly assessed. 

Causes: The attention of the control room operator 
was distracted by other dutiesj tasks (other process units, 
telephone eaUs, the presence of maintenance people, and so 
on). 

The operator was not yet well-informed about the pro
cess. 

Consequence: A part of the process stopped and a 
dangerous situation occurred for the plant operator. 

In most cases distraction seems to be the cause of wrong 
actions and cornrnands. We quote one of the operators in 
the following: " . .. Mostly these events happen when we 
are busy, . . . when there is a crowded control room, ... 
much maintenance work to be done, etc .... " 

Incident D: The stopping of a piece of apparatus was 
presented audibly, but the annunciator concemed on the 
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graphic panel did not flash. The operator did not see 
anything, guessed that it was an unimportant signa!, and 
merely pressed the button. 

Cause: The light of the annunciator was detective. 
Consequence: The process unit stopped. 

Incident E: Looking at the graphic panel from his seat, 
the control room operator instructed the plant operator by 
telephone to start a particular conveyor-belt. Later it ap
peared that the wrong conveyor-belt had been started. 

Causes: The black apparatus numbers on the graphic 
panel were too small3 and it was difficult to perceive the 
black numbers correctly on a blue background. 

Consequence: The plant operator corrected the control 
room operator and asked by telephone which conveyor-belt 
should be started. 

VII. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

A. Functions of the Process-A/arm System 

Our findings indicate that in the fertilizer plant the 
process-alarm system is mainly used as a monitoring tooi 
in process control and not as an alarm system requiring 
action (Sections V-A, V-C and Vl-A). Both changes in the 
process state ( attention function) and the state itself (mem
ory function) are monitored. 

Consequently, the effects postulated in hypotheses A 
and B (Section 11-C) could not be proved. In view of the 
results of our study, we prefer to use the term annunciator 
system insteadof the usual-alarm system. The term alarm 
system suggests an alarming situation in which action had 
to be taken. In reality, however, we found that the waming 
signa! in many cases merely confirms the action of the 
operator. It gives feedback to him (reduction of uncer
tainty). Only 7.5 percent of the signals was foliowed by 
operator action. Somelimes the operators in the fertilizer 
plant even used the annunciator system as a communiea
tion system (Section V-Al). 

Another important function of the annunciator system is 
its memory function. A review is given of the state of the 
process contacts, which is necessary for monitoring and 
identifying the actual state of the process. 

Because of these various functions, it seems advisable to 
investigate whether an alarm system could be designed (in 
addition to the annunciator system), which would give only 
the actual alarrns (fatalities and equipment-danger alarms). 
These signals would not permit easy acknowledgment as 
was discovered in the interviews (Section VI-B). 

B. Reduction of the Number of Signals 

The number of single warning signals we recorded in 
about 64 h was surprisingly high, as was the percentage of 
not-urgent signals (51 percent; both oncorning ones and 
retum-to-normal). In our opinion there are two ways of 

3Text must be easily legible. The size of the letter symbols on the 
grapttic panel must follow the (ergonomie) rule: minimum size of the 
symbols is the reading distancej l43 (13). 
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helping the operator with the burden of so many signals: 
off-line analysis and reai-time analysis. For off-line analy
sis, staff and operators should consider the implemenled 
alarm points. One might ask the question: Are all these 
points necessary for a good control of the process? Reai
time analysis could assist the operator in diagnosis [14]. 

One should be very careful about decreasing the number 
of signals by the nonpresentation of the retum-to-normal 
signals {with the idea of not burdening the operator with 
unnecessary information). From the interviews we leamed 
that in the operators' opinion, retum-to-normal signals 
needed to be presenled (Section Vl-A). We have to keep in 
mind that the operators in the fertilizer plant were only 
familiar with a system which includes the retum-to-normal 
signals. On the basis of the ratings of all single signals 
(Section V-A), it is surprising why in so many ether 
systems (in ether companies) retum-to-normal signals are 
not presented audibly (no attention function) and in some 
systems not at all (no feedback function). From the 
observation data we learned that in the fertilizer plant, a 
retum-to-normal signal {with the light flashing more slowly) 
did not mean no information. Sometirnes it was even very 
important, e.g., when after noticing it the operator had to 
carry out an action immediately. 

In about a quarter of the observation time the operator 
was burdened with a great number of signals which he 
knew would come (clusters and oscillations, Sectien V -C). 
Also, during clusters and oscillations, single signals oc
curred. These signals were rated as more urgent than these 
occurring alone because these signals could easily be 
overlooked by the operator (Section V-C). Such events 
have occurred as was stated in the interviews {Section 
VI-B). 

In the design phase of an annunciator system in a 
particular plant, one should investigate when clusters and 
oscillations wil! occur, and what measures can be taken to 
decrease the number of these signals. 

For the fertilizer plant we recommended the following. 
1) Clusters should be made less dominant. It is not 

actvisabie to suppress the cluster signals totally. First, the 
operator has to identify a particular cluster and second, in 
the fertilizer plant, he needs to check it visually. Some 
simple methods to make clusters less dominant are as 
fellows. 

A Suppression of the Audible Signa/: At the beginning of 
a cluster, the operator throws a switch so that the signaJs of 
that cluster are only presenled visually. When the cluster 
has finished, the switch must be thrown back, either manu
aJly or automatically. 

Cluster Acknowledgment: This is a kind of group 
acknowledgrnent for all the annunciators that give a signa! 
during a particular cluster. Apart from this, the normal 
acknowledgrnent system for these annunciators remains 
(Fig. 7). 

In the fertilizer plant, one can teil from which particular 
annunciators the signaJs of the clusters are coming and 
therefore can easily separate them electrically from the 
ether signals. 

DU$1'1• pusn-
tluuons DuiTOns 
IQ< lOt 
ctuster- ona•v•dval 
acll.now- acll.now- IQ91C annunc•ator 
teogumenl ledgement OR·CifCUIIS tights 

~ ~ ~ ~ 

.1 • ® 
ether .I: • ® appa.ratusa~ 
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Fig. 7. Scheme of cluster acknowledgment. 

2) The number of oscillations must be decreased. Oscilla
tions occur when a process variabie is continually passing 
the alarm limit. This can be suppressed by the following: 

• the in troduction of a "hysteresis" around the alarm 
limit; 

• the changing of the value of the alarm limit (This is 
appropriate when the process variabie oscillates around 
that point only); 

• the introduetion of a time delay. (This is only useful in 
rather fast oscillations.) 

Not only did the cluster and oscillation signals give rise 
to a busy atmosphere in the control room, but the mainte
nance that was carried out during the moming shift did 
also (see Appendix). This busyness should be limited as 
much as possible. 

C. Suggestions for Further Research 

In Sectien II-A we dealt with the audible, visual, and 
acknowledgrnent subsystem of the annunciator system in 
more detail. These systems are interesting from an ergo
nomie point of view because they form a part of the 
"interface" between the human operator and (in our case) 
the chemica! process. 

The methods and techniques developed and used in this 
study allowed us to gain insight into the actual use of the 
annunciator system. These methods, however. are rather 
time consuming, but nevertheless necessary for a good 
understanding of the situation (see Sectiens V-A3, VI-A. 
and VI-B). They also provide us with a framewerk on 
which further research can be built. 
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TABLE VIII 
iNFlUENCE OF MAINTENANCE 

Number of single signals caused 
by maintenance actic-ns: 16.5 \ ln=265+921 

Number c-f clusters and ('ISCillatic-ns caused 
by maintenance actic-ns: 14 \ {n•42+l'i) 

Number c-f ce>unted siqnal s in these 
clusters and oscillatic-ns: 32 l (n•485+591 

Ma.intenance actions are actions done by the ma.intenance men and 
actions done by the operators in preparing the apparatuses aDd machines 
for ma.intenance. 

This study also taught us that in our control room the 
operator somelimes acknowledges only to get rid of the 
audible signa! (Sections Vl-A and VI-B). In theory this is a 
strange reaction because the operator is made aware of a 
change in the process state by means of this signa! (atten
tion function). In practice, however, it is necessary to know 
which requirements the audible system has to meet in order 
to avoid the above reaction (see also [15]). 

Moreover one should investigate, under Iaberatory con
ditions (simulation experiments), whether it is the signal 
itself or the number of waming signals per unit of time 
that determines the impression made. 

It was said that in the fertilizer plant, with its conven
tional system, the visual system was easy to observe. In a 
push-button system for fascia tights, the operator can see at 
a glance which process variables are off-normal. He simply 
recognizes the light by its position. In the more advanced 
systems, however, the different (warning) signals are all 
presented on one or more visual display units and printers. 
In these systems information about the state or the change 
of state is not immediately available and can only be 
obtained after a request; thus, the operator has to search 
for information. Moreover in these systems the operator 
must afways read the information, which is mostly given in 
text, and must acknowledge on a separate keyboard. This 
way takes time and could cause human errors. We know 
that operators somelimes complain about the lack of a 
good overall view in these systems. Attention and memory 
functions seem to be inferior to those of a conventional 
system. Therefore we think it is necessary to set up a 
simulation experiment. In this experiment different ways of 
presenting the information to (trainee) operators in the 
sarne process situation should be compared systematically, 
both objectively (performance measures, errors, and so on) 
and subjectively (ratings). Studies of this kind will lead to 
the formulation of design rules. In our opinion one should 
incorporate as much as possible the favorable aspects of 
the old conventional systems in the flexible new ones. · 

In field research, one can trace the favorable and less 
favorable aspects (Sections VI-A and VI-B), butsometimes 
one has to verify opinions under Iaberatory conditions. 
The following wil! illustrate this statement. In applying 
group acknowledgment (Section 11-A), also often used in the 
more advanced systems), it was said that the operator 
sometimes dealt inadvertently with a signa! that he had not 
even noticed because it occurred simultaneously with other 
signals. Therefore it should be better to acknowledge each 
signal individually. We think it necessary, in addition to 

the operators' opm10n and common sense, to have data 
gained from simulation experiments with which to prove 
that group acknowledgrnent should not be applied. 

APPENDIX 

In Section V-B we concluded that within a particular 
shift, busy periods versus quiet periods cannot be clearly 
iridicated. A comparison of the shifts with regard to "busy
ness" can however be based on the number of signals per 
unit of time. 

The number of signals recorded and the total observa
tion time in each shift are shown in Table II. By analysing 
these data (single signals during clusters and oscillations 
and those outside clusters and oscillations added together) 
with the x2-test, we concluded that more single signals per 
unit of time occur in the morning shift than in the other 
two shifts (x2(2) = 11.01, p < 0.05). 

In the above calculation, clusters and oscillations them
selves were not included. Some data concerning them are 
also shown in Table 11. When included, the x2-test gave the 
following results: 

• in the morning shift, more signals per unit of time are 
counted than in the other two shifts (x2(2) = 82.94, 
p < 0.05); 

• in the morning shift, the estimated number of non-re
corded signals is greater per unit of time than in the 
other two shifts (x2(2) = 47.41, p < 0.05); 

• the number of clusters and oscillations per unit of time 
is not significantly higher (x2(2) = 1.81, p < 0.05). 

The first two results indicate that more signals occurred 
during the morning shift than during the other two shifts. 
In the process industry, one has the impression that the 
moming shift is busier than the other two shifts. The 
reason is that besides the operators many other people are 
present then and much maintenance work is being done. 
The operators in the fertilizer plant were of the sarne 
opinion.-In order to test whether or not the extra number 
of signals mentioned above was really caused by mainte
nance actions (only carried out during morning shifts), we 
drew Table VIII (to follow). 

When the nurnbers of Table VIII were subtracted from 
those in Table 11, the following x2 values were calculated: 
x2 = 11.01 becarne 0.25, x2 = 82.94 becarne 9.24, and 
X2 = 1.$1 became 0.67. So, we found none of the x2 values 
significant. From this result, it can be concluded that 
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maintenance did cause most of the additional warning-sig
nals. 

There are two ether ways of explaining the operators' 
busy moming shift: the presence of maintenance men and 
ether (staff) people in the control room contribute to a 
busy atmosphere and could have distracted the operator; 
and the signals caused and acknowledged by a mainte
nance man (e.g., during testing a circuit) were not taken 
into account. Of course these signals added to the busy 
atmosphere. 
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5._ A comparative simulation study 
of annunciator systems 

By H. Kragt 

An experimental study was conducted to investigate the effects of information 
presentation on task performance and ratings. Twenty-four trainee-<>perators from a 
chemical industry had to work with three different types of annunciator systems, based 
either on conventional or on modem instrumentation principles. Sequentia! information
presentation proved to be inferior to a system based on a simultaneous information
presentation both in performance and ratings. 
It can be concluded that task and process state determine the way in which process 
information should be presented to the human operator. One single type of "alarm" 
information on VDU should be avoided. A plea is made to consider both simultaneous 
and sequentia! presentation in the development of new systerp.s. It is recommended 
that manufacturers, users (process industries) and researchers should co-<>perate more 
closely. 

1. Introduetion 

44 

The way in which informaticin is presented to the human operator in control rooms 
of process industries is changing. Usually, the in formation was presented via control 
panels, but in the latest control rooms plant information has to be retrieved from 
Visual Display Units (VDUs). There are several reasans for this man-machine interface 
change. One is the wish to avoid the large size of conventional control-rooms. Another 
the need for flexibility which can be fulfilled by modern instrumentation. In con
ventional control-rooms the information is presented over whole wall surfaces 
(e.g. Seminara et al., 1976). Most of the time the operator gets the informationjust 
by wali<mg along the panels. This way of in formation presentation is called "parallel" 
or "simultaneous". 
Dalliman ti ( 197 3) suggests that the operator in those systems is not able to collect 
all the relevant information "at once", but instead has to "sample". To do so, it 
would be easier for him to sample from one position, via the VDU, the information 
he needs and to cammand the system which information he wants to be displayed. 
This way of information presentation is called "serial" or "sequentia!". Modern 
systems, like TDC 2000, MICON, ICOSS, VIDEOSPEC, are allbasedon this principle. 
Bergman ( 1982) discusses this continuurn of information accessibility and its related 
problems. Elsewhere, it is suggested that operators will experience difficulties in, 
for instance, fault (inding, when plant information has to be retrieved from VDUs 
(Mazza, 1977; Marshall et al., 1981 ). Rijnsdorp et al. ( 1978) mentioned the desirability 
of parallel presentation of information, instead of sequentia! presentation. In an 
earlier field study (Kragt et al., 1981), it was found that operators sametimes 
complain about the lack of a good overall view in the more advanced systems. Por 
a better understanding of this problem and to trace systematically the pros and cons 
of both ways of information presentation, a dynamic simulation experiment was 
conducted in which the effects were compared of simultaneous versus sequentia! 
information-presentation on performance. 
From the results ofthe afore-mentioned field study, it was expected that information 
presented simultaneously would lead to a better performance than information 
presented sequentially. 
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2. Methad and Procedure 

2.1. Subjects 
Twenty-four trainee-operators of a chemica! industry in the Netherlands, between 
19 and 27 years of age, participated. In three runs, each of which lasted 40 minutes, 
they had to work with three different types of annunciator systems. None of the 
subjects was familiar with any of these systems. They did not suffer from colour
blindness. 
Their training for the task lastedabout 4 hours (pilot runs included). 

2. 2. The simulated process 
In the sirnulated process (Figure 1.), a two-component fluid (feed) is distilled into a 
"pure" top product (light component) and a bottorn product (heavy component). 

FEED 
FEEDCONC .. --------10--J 
FEEDTEMP. T 15 

_SETP~O!!!>.NT'-:-:---

Figure 1. Process diagram of distillation column. 

The purity of bath products was expressed in a quality measure ranging from 0 to 
100. The subjects were instructed to hold the purity between 40 and 60 scale units 
("alarm" lirnits) in order to make the products "saleable". 
Fora description of the equipment used, see Paternatte et al., 1979, and Landeweerd 
et al., 1981. For the present experirnents the simulator was complemented by an 
annunciator system (Figure 2.). 
The sirnulation model was adapted to the sirnulation of small disturbances in feed 
flow and feed concentradon (Brouwer, 1980). Both disturbances influenced the 
afore-mentioned quality figures. 

2.3. Annunciator systems used 
Conventional Facia System (FS) 
The conventional facia system, as shown in Figure 2., was implemented. For a 
detailed description of such a system, see Kragt et al., 198 2. The sirnulated system 
consisted of three sections: the feed section and two product sections. A warning 
signal, e.g. due to a disturbance in the feed flow, consisted of the Oashing of the 
corresponding light sirnultaneously with an audible signal. 
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Figure 2. Simulated control room. 

When the operator acknowledged the signal by pressing the relevant button (individual 
acknowledgement), the annunciator presented a continuous visual signal. In the 
experiments, the so-called "return-to-normal" signals were also presented. When, for 
instance, the feed-flow disturbance was over, this was also presented both audibly 
and visually. After the signa} had been acknowledged the light went out. 
Each section consisted of eleven annunciators. Two of them were related to the 
simulated process: in the feed section the feed-flow disturbance and the feed
concentration disturbance; in each product section: the up per and lower quality 
limit of the product concerned. The other nine annunciators were related to "fake" 
software signals. These signals were included in order to create additional tasks for 
the operators. In each section there were three red and six yellow coded signals. 
These software signals were introduced to the operators as relevant to their task, 
but in fact they had no influence on the quality figures. 
The conventional facia system presents the in formation simultaneously. The operator 
can see which signals are on and can relate them to each other. He can identify the 
light by its position. 
As in the more advanced systems the information is mostly presentedon a cathode 
ray tube (CRT), it was concluded necessary to exclude differences in visual aspects 
between lamps and CRT screens. Therefore a CRT picture was designed with the 
same structure as the facia system ( Schepens, 1981; Figure 3a.). 

Facia Picture ( FP) 
One of the ways in which the facia picture system differed from the facia system 
was the way of acknowledgement. Signals were acknowledged by typing a code on 
a keyboard (Figure 3b.), e.g. All <CR> in the case of a disturbance in the feed 
concentration. 
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Figure 3a. Facia Picture (FP) on CRT . 

. .. ~ 

' > ~"' ·~ V ,,. ' 
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.. - ----~·.,'CC""'·~ .. : . . : :. :.:.:.:::~m::. .. . : -~ 

Figure 3b. Keyboard used. 

Typing a code was chosen because it would also he used in the advanced system and 
would exclude the diEferences in the way of acknowledgement (pressing a button 
versustypinga code). So, for a clear comparison (Figure 4.) between the conventional 
facia system(FS) and the advanced system (alphanumerical text presented sequentially 
on CRT), the facia picture (FP) was necessary. 

I FASCIA SYSTEM l~l 

ltMIJ4ï~4MièU+ ~ 
I FASCIA PICTURE I Tl TEXT PICTURES I 

(sïi,;ii: MEDruM· t< idNWlttM&% 
••• SAME WAY OF ACKNOWLEDGEMENT \t 

Figure 4. Comparisons of the systems. 
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Text system 
The advanced system consisted of four "pictures" ( Figure 5. ). These picture were 
presented one at a time on one CRT screen (Figure 2.). First, the warning signals 
were time-erder presented ·on the so-called "overview picture" (Figure Sa.), e.g. at 
1S.18 a disturbance in the feed flow occurred. The signal itself had been presented 
by a flashing tagnumber simultaneously with the audible signal. (In Figure Sa. the 
flashing itself is shown by incomplete tagnumbers at 1S.19) The operator had to 
acknowledge this signal in the section in which the feecl-flow information was given 
(Figure Sb.). 
With this way of acknowledgement ("jumping" to a section and typinga code, e.g. 
A<CR>, A12<CR>, sequentia/ information-presentation was created. 
The three other pictures were section pictures in which the warning signals had a 
fixed position: the upper two lines for the (white) process signals, then three lines 
for the red cocled signals and finally six for the yellow ones. If there were no warning 
signals these lines would stay green and the overview picture would he empty. 

2.4. Task, objective and subjective measures 
The following subtasks were selected: 
1. Restarting pumps. 
2. Cantrolling the process. 
3. Making a written report. 
4. Making an oral report. 

2.4.1. Restarting pumps 
During a run a total of 8 yellow cocled signals occurred indicating pump failures. 
The pumps concerned had to he restarted immediately (highest priority) and the 
occurrence of the signal noted down. Befare restarting these pumps, however, the 
operator had to check two conditions: the oil pressure of the pump concerned had 
to he allright and there had to he no disturbance inthefeed flow of the process. When 
these checks were positive, the pumps could he started. Otherwise the signal had 
only to he acknowledged and noted down. Restarting should follow as soon as the 
conditions were met. In each section there were two pumps, i.e. 6 in total: P1, P2, 
... , P6. For each annunciator system pumps could he started by typing the pump 
code on the keyboard, e.g. P1<CR>. In the text system (Figure S.) pumps could he 
started no matter what picture appeared on the CR T. 
Subjects could make the following errors: 
- starting a pump too early ( one or bath conditions we re not met); 
- startinga pump too late (after SO secs the pump started automatically). 
When the operator started the pump within SO secs (after the conditions were met), 
the starting-time was registered. (In the calculations of the mean pump starting-times 
(section 3.1.), pumps started too early were excluded and the ones automatically 
started were counted for SO secs.) 
The restarting of a pump (by the operator or automatically) was not presented 
audibly and did not need to he reported. 
A better performance in this subtask meant less errors and lower mean starting-times. 
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2.4.2. Control task 
The operator had to produce good endproducts, i.e. the quality of both products 
had to he within specified limits. During a run, small disturbances were introduced: 
changes in the feed flow (10 signals) and in the feed concentradon (2 signals). 
Each disturbance was presented via the annunciator system. After acknowledging 
the signals, both the oncoming and the return-to-normal, the operator had to control 
the process by adjusting either the temperature TlS, the reflux or both (Figure 1.) 
in such a way that the predicted values (statie response) ofboth qualities remained 
within the prescribed limits. (In our experiment the level controllers (Figure 1.) were 
not used.) This could be done, because the simulation model consists of a static 
part which calculates the fin al ( t=00) values of both q_ualitites as a function of the 
current setpoint values. These predicted values were presented on a separate display. 
Thus, the operator knew in advance the ultimate results of his actions and the 
direction the process was taking. This "predictive" display was also very useful in 
training the operator. 
Nevertheless, the actual values will sametimes exceed the quality limits due to the 
influence of the dynamic part of the simulation model. This part consistsof a chain 
of first order processes with different time lags and rising times simulating dynamic 
responses. When a quality limit was exceeded, a warning signal occurred on the 
annunciator system. During instructien and training the operator had been told that 
values outside the limits implied "wasted products". 
The control performance was measured by the sum of integrals of the absolute 
deviation scores of the two values. This som is called the E-score (error score; in 
Figure 6. the relevant displays and controls for the control task are shown). 
So, the lower the E-score, the better the control performance. 

Figure 6. Control panel 
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2.4.3. Written reports 
During a run 23 yellow signals were presented: 8 referring to pumps, 6 to pump 
oil-pressures and 9 to other elements of the system. 
These signals had to he acknowledged and noted down. 
Th ree kinds of errors we re distinguished: 
- incompletely reported signals; 
- wrongly reported signals; 
- unreported signals. 
A better performance in this subtask means fewer errors. 

2.4.4. Oral reports 
During a run 3 red cocled signals were presented. When such a signal occurred, the 
subject had to phone the "plant operator", i.e. the experimenter. In previous 
experiments and also in the present study, it was found that no errors were made 
in this subtask. We continued to include it for the sake of fidelity. 

2.4.5. Subjective measures 
In addition to the afore-mentioned objective performance measures, interviews and 
ratings were used. Each subject had to carry out the task with all three systems. 
After each run the operator filled out a small questionnaire with regard to the system 
used, just to let him think ah out that particular system. 
After the three runs he was asked with an open-ended question "to campare the 
systems". Subsequently, the operator rated the three systems on: 
- difficulty of restarting pumps; 
- difficulty of cantrolling the process; 
- difficulty of acknowledgement; 
- overview of information presentation. 
The scales involved seven equally spaeed points ranging from 1 = very easy to 7 = 

very difficult. The operators were also asked to explain their ratings. 

2.5. Experimental design 
It was expected that the differences between simultaneous (FS and FP) and sequentia! 
information-presentation (Text) would he greater if the signals foliowedeach other 
more rapidly. In order to investigate a possible effect of signal density, two signal
density levels were used. In the frrst densitllevel (CLUSTER), the signals were 
presented within two relatively short periods o time. These periods lasted respectively 
9 and 11 minutes, and were separated by a period of 11 minutes. At the beginning 
( 5 mins) and at the end ( 4 mins) of the run no signals were presented. In the second 
density level ( "EQUALL Y -SPACED") the signals were presented more "uniformly" 
during the run. For both levels a total of 38 signals was presented. (In this number 
the signals related to product-quality are nat included.) We could notchange all the 
time intervals between the signals in the "equally-spaced" density, because the 
signals related to "restarting pumps" ( 8+6) and "disturbances in the process" 
( 1 0+ 2) had to occur at the same moments for both density levels, in order not to 
change the tasks related to these 26 signals. So, there remained 12 signals only to 
be reported. In comparison with the cluster density, these signals were presented at 
other momentsin the "equally-spaced" density. 
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The 3 annunciator systems (FS, FP and Téxt) which were investigated and the 2 
signal densities resulted in 6 conditions. A two-factor design invalving 4 subjects 
in each of the 6 conditions was used. The 24 subjects were randomly assigned to the 
6 conditions. 

In order to campare the three systems, the same subject had also to work with the 
other two systems for the same density level. The sequence of annunciator systems 
was alternated (see Table 1.). In a pilot study it was found, that one subject could 
perfarm on three systems within eight hours and was able to rate them on the scales 
mentioned above. 
To avoid effects of learning and fatigue, the data on performance of only the first 
runs were analyzed. · 

Table 1. Allocation of annunciator systems 
Equally-spaced density = ES 
Cluster density = CL 

Subject Signal-density 
number level run1 

1 ES FS 
2 CL Text 
3 ES Text 
4 CL FS 
5 ES FP 
6 CL FP 

7 CL FP 
8 ES FP 
9 CL FS 

10 ES Text 
11 CL Text 
12 ES FS 

13 ES FS 
14 CL Text 
15 ES Text 
16 CL FS 
17 ES FP 
18 CL FP 

19 CL FP 
20 ES FP 
21 CL FS 
22 ES Text 
23 CL Text 
24 ES FS 

Sequence of annunciator systems 

run2 run3 

FP Text 
FS FP 
FS FP 
FP Text 
Text FS 
Text FS 

Text FS 
Text FS 
FP Text 
FS FP 
FS FP 
FP Text 

FP Text 
FS FP 
FS FP 
FP Text 
Text FS 
Text FS 

Text FS 
Text FS 
FP Text 
FS FP 
FS FP 
FP Text 
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3. Results 
In this section, the performance measurements, the ratings and their explanations, 
and the results of the interviews will he considered. 

3.1. Restarting pumps 
Mean pump s tarting-time 
The results of the 6 conditions, combining annunciator system and signal density, 
are shown in Figure 7. 

MEAN PUMP f 
STARTING· 30 ES CL 
TIME (secs) x X :TEXT 25,80 25,33 

25 x 

20 0 0 = FS 12,58 19,97 

15 !:::.. ~ = FP 12,68 16,02 

10 

5 

ES CL 
EOUAUY CLUSTER SPACEO 

Figure 7. Mean pump starting-rime per combination of annunciator system and signal density. 

Analysis of varianee (ANOVA) of the pump starting-tirnes revealed a significant 
effect of the annunciator system but no significant effect of signal density (see 
Table 2.). 

Table 2. ANOVA for mean pumpstarting-times (fust runs). 

Souree ss df MS F 

System (S) 575 .65 2 287.83 7.26* 
Density (D) 70.35 1 70.35 1.77 
SxD 61.92 2 30.96 0.78 
Residual 713.80 18 39.67 

*p <.os 

With the studentized range of Tukey (Miller, 1981), we found that Text gave a 
significantly (a = .05) higher mean pump starting-tirne than FS and FP. The latter 
two did not differ significantly from each other. 

Pumps started too early 
The number of p~ps started too early was too small for further analysis. 
Remarkable, however, was the relatively great number of pumps (7 out of 24) 
started too early in the condition "Text-CLUSTER u (all four operators being 
involved). Whereas the overall number of pumps started too early was 16 out of 144. 
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Difficulty of restarting pumps 
The data were analysed with the Friedman Two-Way Layout Test on Rank Sums 
(Hollander et al., 1973, p. 138). For each signal-density level the data consist of 36 
( nxk) observations; n = 12 subjects and k = 3 annunciator systems. In the calculations 
of the Friedman Statistics (S'), the presence of "ties" was taken into account. 
For the "equally-spaced" density, we found S' = 20.1; for cluster: S' = 18.1 (Critica! 
value: S' = 6.167;o: = .05). So, for bath density levels there is a significant difference 
in ratings between the systems. 
Again a multiple comparison procedure was used to decide on the pairwise diEferences 
(Hollander et al., 1973, p. 151). For bath density levels the operators rated Text as 
significantly (o: = .038) more difficult than FS and FP. No diEferenee was found 
between FS and FP. 

Overview of information presentation 
Por the "equally-spaced" density, we found S' = 7.6; for cluster: S' = 17.7 (Critica! 
value: S' = 6.167; a= .OS). So, there is a significant diEferenee in ratings between the 
systems. The results of the pairwise camparisans showed that for both density levels 
Text was rated as more difficult to abserve than PS and PP, the diEferenee was 
statistically significant (o: = .038) for the cluster density only. No diEferenee was 
found between FS and PP. 

Por bath subjective measures the explanations given by the 24 operators were: 
- "In Text you have to read the signals. Moreover the signals have no fixed position 

in the overview picture. On the contrary, on PS and FP you can see at a glance 
whether it is allowed to start the pump or nat." 

- "In Text it may be necessary to search for information. 'Jumping1 to the sections 
and back to the overview picture is disadvantageous." 

Condusion 
The sequentia! and alphanumerical way of information presentation and the lack of 
pattem recognition result in langer pump starting-times and unfavourable ratings 
for Text. 

3.2. ControlZing the process 
Mean control-performance 
The results for the six combinations 
shown in Figure 8. (Note that these 
better the performance.) E·SCORE 

1
• 

l• tOOO ) 

5 

of annunciator system and signal density are 
are error scores, so the lower the score, the 

x 
ES CL 

)( >< = TEXT 5694 5158 

0 = FS 3101 3132 
/1 

/1 • FP /1 4197 3852 

0 0 

ES CL 

~ri CLUSTER 

Figure 8. Mean control-performance per combination of annunciator system and signal density. 
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ANOV A of the results revealed that the annunciator system had a significant effect 
and that signal density again had no significant effect (see Table 3.). 

Table 3. ANOVA for mean control-performances (fust runs). 

Souree ss df MS F 

System (S) 21,662,687 2 10,831,344 9.27* 
Density (D) 480,817 1 480,817 0.41 
SxD 332, 707 2 166,353 0.41 
Residu al 21,041,692 18 1, 168, 982 

*p <.os 

With the studentized range of Tukey, we found that Text gave a significantly (et= .05) 
higher score than FS and FP. The latter two did not differ significantly from each 
other. 

Difficulty of cantrolling the process 
For the "equally-spaced" density, we found S' = 19.8; for cluster: S' = 20.6 (Critical 
value: S' = 6.167; et = .05 ). This means a significant difference in ratings between the 
annunciator systems. Pairwise comparisons revealed that for both density levels the 
operators rated Text as significantly (et = .038) more difficult than FS and FP. No 
diEferenee was found between FS and FP. 
The operators gave the following explanations for rating Text astheleast favourable: 
- "Too much time elapses before the control action can he carried out." 
- "You have to read the (white) signal before you know which one it is (no fixed 

position in the overview picture)." 
- "Other signals are much more disturbing during cantrolling the process." 

Condusion 
The control performance in FS and FP is better, because the subject knows 
immediately what he has to do. Processing a signal via FS or FP takes less time than 
via Text. 

3.3. Written reports 
The yellow cocled signals had to he noted on a registration form. The left part of 
Table 4 shows the number of errors, the right part shows the number of correctly 
reported signals. 

To investigate whether the annunciatör system (S) or the signal density (D) influenced 
the number of errors made, the fit of a number of log. linear models to the data 
was considered (Fienberg, 1977). 
Table 5. gives the three models involved, tagether with the corresponding likelihood 
ratio G2 • If the model under consideration is correct this statistic is x2 distributed. 
Great diEferences between the observed and the expected frequencies result in 
significant values of G~, indicating a lack of fit of the proposed model. 
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Table 4. Observed frequencies of reported signals (ftrst runs). 

Errors made Correctly reported 
ES CL ~ ES CL ~ 

FS s 4 9 87 88 17S 
FP 16 13 29 76 79 1SS 
Text 1S 13 28 77 79 1S6 

36 30 66 240 246 486 

Table S. Likelibood ratio of log. linear models for data in Table 4. 

Model G2 df significanee 

no S and D effect 1S.64* s <.os 
only D effect 1S.02* 4 <.os 
only S effect 0.6S 3 > .10 

*p< .os 

From Table 5. we learn that there are significant diEferences in number of errors 
between the annunciator systems. Table 4. shows that less errors were made with 

S6 

FS than with FP and Text. The latter two systems did not differ in this respect. 
-We-assume, -that i:he number of errors made is related to the way of acknowledgement. 
Text and FP take more time than FS. As a result, for the former two systems the 
present task had to be carried out faster. Detailed analysis showed that more incom
plete reported signals occured with FP, whereas with Text more wrongly/unreported 
signals were found. Consiclering this, the question arises how the subjects rated the 
ways of acknowledgement. 

Difficulty of acknowledgement 
For the "equally-spaced" density, we found S' = 22.1; for cluster: S' = 22.8 (Critical 
value: S' = 6.167; a = .05). For both density levels the operators rated Text 
significantly more difficult than FS and FP (pairwise comparisons; a = .038). No 
significant duferenee was found between FS and FP, but the values indicate that 
FS was rated as the easiest system in this respect. 
The explanations for the ratings were: 
- "Dealing with FS, all you have to do is press the relevant button." 

Note: some operators did not prefer this system, because of becoming careless 
("merely pressing a button"). 

- "Acknowledging a signal in the FP system actually means reading and typing a 
code, but with Text you also have to determine the relevant section and jump to 
it, and then you loose the overall view (much more difficult)". 
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Conclusion 
It appears, that it is not the way of information presentation but the way of acknow
ledgement (typing a code) which affects the total number of errors made in the 
written reports. 
However, from the explanations of the ratings it was found that typing a code as 
such was not perceived as the main problem. "Jumping" to the relevant section in 
the Text system was found inconvenient. 

3.4. General conclusions 
The results very consistently show that Text is inferior to bath FS and FP. This 
result is due to the way the in formation was presented (sequentia! versus simultaneous) 
and not to the medium (hardware facia versus CRT). This condusion is emphasized 
by the answers of the operators when asked which system they would advise for the 
present task; 13 operators preferred FS and 11 FP (simultaneous presentation). 
None of them preferred the sequentia! presentation. 
As said before, the way of acknowledgement as such (typing a code) was not found 
to he a problem. But in comparison with pressing the relevant button in FS, quite 
a few operators found it disadvantageous to type a code on a separate keyboard, 
while the information was presented "elsewhere" on CRT. Whether the use of a 
lightpen or a touch screen would he an impravement (in process control) is still 
questionable. 

3.5. Additional remarks 
- Subsequent analyses showed that the instructions with regard to subtask-priority 

we re carried out correctly by the sub je cts (Timmer, 198 2). 
- In calculating the mean pump starting-times, pumps started too early were excluded 

("missing data"). This could he done, because the maximum number of pumps 
started too early per operator was only two. So, the means have been based on 
minimum 6 and maximum 8 pump starting-times. 

- The total number of signals presented to the subject ( experimenter-generated ( 38) 
and signals related to product quality) for the three systems show no remarkable 
differences. (FS range: 52-66; FP: 52-56 and Text 52-58.) 

- The data on ratings did not suggest a possible sequence effect of the annunciator 
system. So, we were able to use the afore-mentioned Friedman test. 

4. Discussion 
In the present study, an annunciator system based on sequentia! information
presentation proved to he inferior to a system based on simultaneous information
presentation both in performance and ratings. In our apinion a simultaneous 
presentation is necessary for a task, like the one used in this experiment, where 
decisions have to he taken quickly. The present simulation study suggests that task 
and process state determine the way in which the information should he presented. 
Therefore one single type of "alarm" information on VDU should he avoided. 
When the signals occurred rapidly in succession, which also happens in practice 
( Kortlandt et al., 1980), the subject lost the overview in the Text system. In practice, 
similar complaints have been heard, although mostly more than one VDU is present. 
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It is, however, not the number of VDUs but the VDU-presentation itself which 
implies sequentia! information-presentation and causes problems during periods 
of high signal density. When the signals occur more equally spaced, more time can 
he spent on retrieving information and then it seems highly probable that sequentia! 
presentation need not be disadvantageous. Unfortunately, we could not prove this 
for the "equally-spaced" density used in the present experiment; the actual density 
level was still too high. 
A plea is made to consider bath simultaneous and sequentia! presentation in the 
development of new systems. VDUs as such should be seen as job-aids beside which 
facias, facia pictures on VDU and recorders need to he present. Such systems combine 
the advantages of the conventional systems and the more advanced. 
The present experiment is convincing in that new systems should he comparatively 
investigated using bath performance measures and operator ratings. The latter in 
particular, because the operators are the ones who ultimately have to work with the 
system. In doing so, close co-operation between manufacturers, process industries 
and researchers, is necessary. 
In the evaluation of new systems, experienced operators should he involved. In the 
present study trainee-operators were used, so that none of the subjects would be 
familiar with any of the systems. It is an old truth that not every change implies 
an improvement; that holds good for modern instrumentation. Therefore, the needs 
of information presentation for each task and process state should he analysed. 
Subsequently, in mutual consultation the complementary "VDU-pictures" have to 
he developed for an adequate process controL 
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6. Some remarks on the process operator 
and his job 
By H. Kragt 

In this chapter the operator-process situation is considered from a non-ergonomie point 
of view. Recruitment, selection, education and training of process operators are dealt 
with after discussing the position and role of the operator in the organization. Sub
sequently operator job requirements are discussed. 
Process sirnulation as a work sample in operator selection is advocated. It is stated 
that in addition to the usual selection committee experienced operators should take 
part in the selection procedure. 
An extemal operator education is recommended, as the process-operator profession 
requires general background knowledge of mathematics, physics and technica! subjects. 
Training is seen as a continuous activity in conjunction with technologie al development. 
Process sirnulation and problem solvinl!: in groups are recommended as trainingmethods. 
The latter because team work is more and more required. Ex-operators should he 
actively involved in training. 
The design of the operator's job is discussed by applying criteriafora meaningful job. 
Job design in the control room of tomorrow is discussed. A total separation of the 
jobs of control-room operator and plant operator is rejected. It is strèssed that team 
work is the most suitable way for organizational development in process industries. 

1. Introduetion 

60 

Ergonomie research covers the study of man-machine systems (Singleton, 1974). A 
man-machine system is an operaring combination of one or more men interacting 
with one or more equifment components. "Equipment component" is used in a 
braader sense: any too, lathe, typewriter, vehicle and computer belang to it, but 
also complex systems such as: process plants, air-traffic control systems and intensive 
care units. In Figure 1. a man-machine system is shown schematically. 
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Figure 1. Man-machine system. 
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The human operator in the control room of a process industry exemplifies a man
machine system. One of the typical characteristics of this man-machine system is the 
actual distance, and as aresult the conceptual distance between operator and process. 
The operator controls the process by means of an interface, on which displays and 
controls have been placed. He has no direct contact with the process itself. 
The distance between operator and process has nat always been so great. In the 
beginning, the operator con trolled the process on the spot. Gradually, however, 
interfaces came into use. A briefdescription of this development is given in chapter 1. 
Like all man-made systems, control rooms have never been ideally designed, either 
information is nat presented in the right place or is presented in toa much detail. 
Sometimes, wrong or conflicting information is given so that interpretation and 
decision-making take toa long or give rise to action that is toa precipitate. It is also 
found, that information is wrongly understood or read. Controls have nat always been 
designed from an ergonomie point of view. In many cases there is no compatible 
arrangement between displays and controls. Such "design errors" have been described 
by Seminara et al. (1976) for control rooms in the nuclear power industry. 
Human errors of the designer can lead to human errors of the operator. In the 
information-processing cycle of Figure 1., errors can be made on different levels ( see 
also chapter 3, p. 22). These errors can be traeed by means of the critic al incident 
technique ( Flanagan, 19 54). The in formation thus obtained is applicable in the 
optimum design of control rooms. 

In principle, two approaches can be distinguished: 
1. One starts with the operator and then tries to fit the "machine" (interface, work 

situation) to the man. This is known as the ergonomie approach. 
2. One starts with the machine and then tries to find the right man by recruiting & 

selection or one may need to fit the man to the machine by education & training. 

Singleton advocates a system design in which bath approaches are integrated. The 
main feature is task allocation. In Singleton's view, tasks should be allocated either 
to the man or to the machine according to their capacities. I t appears, that in process 
industries the application of Singleton's ideas is nat simple at. all. Same attempts have 
been made (Piso, 1979; Cremers, 1980 and Rijnsdorp et al., 1983), but the problem 
remains that toa little is known about the information-processing and decision
making of operators. 
In other situations where only manual workis involved, however, Singleton's approach 
appears to be useful (Canton, 1978; Landeweerd et al., 1980). 

The author has evaluated seve~al control rooms from an ergonomie point of view. 
From those evaluations advice on new control-room design was given. Research was 
carried out in more detail on process-alarm systems, both in the field ( chapter 4) and 
in the laboratory (chapter 5). Experienced operators had been involved in the field 
study; trainee-operators in the laboratory study. In these studies individual differences 
between operators were nat considered. 
During the research project which started in 1976, much time was spent in actual 
control rooms. Operators were observed and interviewed during morning, afternoon 
and night shifts. Informal conversations were held with tlie trainee-operators. 
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By doing so we grew more interested in the operator as a person and in the other 
approach ( reeruitment & selection; education & training). Questions arose such as 
how is the operator recruited?; how is he selected and trained?; how do plant managers 
differentiate between "good" and "less good" operators?; how should the job he 
designed? Such questions need to be -answered for optimum design of control rooms. 

It is striking, that in the psychological literature so litde attention is given to 
recruitment, selection, training and performance appraisal of process operators. 
One reason could he the lack of "feeling" for jobs in such sophisticated technica! 
settings. The lack of a well-defined performance criterion could he another reason 
that few researchers dare to explore this area. It is true, that interest in training in 
fault diagnosis is increasing. This is important, because in the future the operator 
keeps control over more and more integrated process units by means of only a limited 
number of VDUs. --- - -
In order to supplement the thoughts on the afore-mentioned questions, twenty-odd 
people chosen hom personnel and training staff members, and plant managers of 
three big companies were interviewed alone or in couples in the Spring of 1983. 
(Two oil refineries, two petrochemical industries and four chemical industries were 
involved.) A questionnaire was used that they had received in advance. The topics were: 
job requirements; reeruitment & selection; education & training; and job design. 
In total 11 interviews were sent for verification to the interviewees and the results 
were analysed after they had given their comments. The information obtained, 
confirmed much of what the author already supposed, but also new questions arose. 
In the following, the interview data as such are nat reported. The author is presenting 
his personal opinion; where necessary, the opinions of the interviewees are given. 

2. The operator's job: description and requirements 

2.1. Job analysis; scarcity of studies 
Ideally job requirements should originate from task analysis. The author does nat 
know of any operator studies in which such an analysis was carried out. 
The task-analysis methad of Annett & Duncan ( 1971) indeed gives a systematic 
description of the tasks which have to he carried out in a specific plant, but gives no 
answers on the allocation of tasks to individual operators, nor any information about 
job requirements. 
In the following paragraph an attempt is made to formulate in general terms the 
operator tasks. The classification of Rijnsdorp & Rouse ( 1978) is used: 
A. General inspeetion 

The large amount of in formation must he analysed critically. With regard to a 
possible action, Boot ( 1979) remarks that if such an action is nat carried out 
quickly and professionally, the value of the process computer will go down 
rapidly (whereas it should increase efficiency). 

B. Process control 
The operator has to keep on carrying out actions on the process units; such as: 
switching on and off, stabilising control ( for loops on "manual "); trimming of 
setpoints, e.g. for product quality control; optimising control (in a sequence of 
increasing complexity). 
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C. Off-normal handling 
Such situations require a quick reaction. The operator has to detect, identify, 
interpret, compensate if possible and to correct. 

D.Reporting & consultation 
E. System evaluation and impravement 

In these activities there exists a common responsibility and a great deal of task 
interdependence. The operator is just one memher of a group (section 5.). 
Mostly the work is done in shifts. During the daytime regular consultadon occurs 
with the day supervisor, staff and maintenance people; during the other shifts only 
the team of operators is responsible for process supervision and controL 
Increasing consultation and coordination between and withinthese teams of operators 
are necessary, in consequence of the increasing complexity of the process, the 
increasing integration of process units and the greater awareness of the risks involved. 
Befare making an attempt to formulate the job requirements, the following important 
question must he answered: what is the position and role of the process operator in 
the organization? 

2.2. Philosophies and policies 
Opinions with regard to the precise task of the operator can he placed on a continuurn 
with the following extremes: 
The one extreme. The operator has to control one plant skilfully. He must obey the 
appointed rules strictly. When danger occurs the plant is shut-down and other people 
come torestart it. In principle anyone must he able to leam the "job". All optimum 
control of the process is in the hands of management. The operator needs no 
chemical, physical and technologkal background-knowledge. In planning a new 
plant, one would prefer to reeruit new personnel that can he programmed for the 
new plant. 
The other extreme. The operator is fully responsible for starting-up, cantrolling and 
shutting-down several plants. He contributes to discussions with staff and maintenance 
people as a fully responsible memher of the team. By doing so, he increases his 
knowledge and understanding of the processes. He is able to interpret the information 
and can con tribute to a better control of the process. He can he placed in other 
control rooms and can easily he trained in new information technology. Cognitive 
and social skills are required. 
The organization itself is characterized by the presence of only few hierarchical 
levels. 

It is obvious that the choice of a place on the afore-mentioned continuurn has its 
consequences for job-design philosophy, which has in its turn consequences for the 
policy of reeruitment & selection, education & training, performance appraisal, 
payment and career structure. 
Often ideas for a job-design philosophy are not clearly stated. In the author's 
view, operators are memhers of a team who, in cooperation with staff and maintenance 
people, are tagether responsible for safe and efficient process con trol. The team idea 
can he argued from a consideration of technology as well as from the social system 
in the plant (see section 5.). 
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2.3. Job requirements 
Workers and management were asked, which features of hehaviour and attitude they 
think are necessary for a good operator performance. This direct approach to 
collecting this information is mentioned by Tenopyr et al., 1982. 
In this section we focus on trainees from outside the company who are reeruieed as 
operators. 

A.lntellectuallevel and school education 
Nat so long ago, the correlation between intellectual ability and education-level 
performance used to he rather low. Now, it is possible for everyone to reach the 
level that fits his intellectual abilities. One has to take into account, however, that 
knowledge and skill will vary quite a lot among similarly qualified people. Further 
selection with achievement tests is therefore necessary. 
In the Netherlands, new trainees used to he reeruieed from the pupils with intermediate 
general continued education and those from elementary technica! schools. It appears, 
that these people are equally good for operator training. In the author's apinion 
those with a general education are not inferior to those with a teehoical education. 
Moreover, some difference in back-ground education in the same control room does 
nat present a problem. 

B. Specific abilities and skilis 
The following distinction is proposed by the author: 
- "Technica! feeling". This is a requirement, hecause the operator has to work 

with compressors, centrifuges and so on. 
- Analytica! ahility. The integrated process units and the VDU-based in formation 

presentation require flexihility in thinking and understanding; the ability to 
analyse prohlems and to supervise complex situations. 

- Sk!Jl in reporting. An important tasLis the exchange of information, bath orally 
_ ( telephone, walkie-talkie) and in writing (log-hook, the most important means of 

communication between the crews). Being ahle to record clearly and legibly is 
an important requirement. The operator must he ahle to hold consultadons with 
other colleagues and the management, and to instruct trainee-operators. 

- Skill in arithmetic. Sametimes calculations have to he made in control rooms; 
also computer-output must he verified. . 

C. Physical demands 
- Sensory-motor. As already mentioned in chapter 2, the importance of the manual 

skilis steadily decreases. Manipulating knohs, thumb wheels and key-boards is nat 
difficult. Of course, normal demands are made on the ears (audible alarms) and 
eyes (e.g. no colour blindness). 

- Health. Work outside the control room (e.g. dimhing up and down outside the 
building in extreme temperatures) makesits own demands;just as shift-work does. 

D.Personality Traits 
In lirerature personality ti·aits are mentioned that would differentiate between a 
good and a less good operator (Hiscock, 1938; Brenninkmeijer, 1962; Lees, 1980) . 
Our interviewees also agree on the importance of personality traits. 
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The ideal operator is described as conscientious and solid ("with sense of 
responsibility"); reliable and loyal; self-disciplined and balanced ("proof against 
panic"); characterized by self-confidence and authority; a sociable person. The 
question arises what functions would not need such requirements. 

3. Reeruitment & selection 

3.1. Reeruitment 
Staffing methods are not the same for all operator functions and for all companies. 
In the Netherlands the aspirant operators are generally recruited from: 
1. Pupils with intermediate general continued education and those from elementary 

technica! schools; 
2. Candidates with a particular professional experience. 

ad l.In principle, pupils from elementary technica! schools can be placed directly in 
the operator school. One can count on their having a good basis of mathematics, 
physics and technica! subjects. Promotion from the ranksis the policy of many 
companies. So, in practice, there are real possibilities of development in the 
operator function for this kind ofpupil. Pupils with the intermediate general 
continued education will only he recruited when they have passed their 
examinadon in rnathematics and physics. A feel for technica! subjects is also 
required and this has to he verified during selection. 

The interviewees suggested, that pupils with only primary school background 
should no langer he recruited. The complexity of most of the plants requires an 
amount of intelligence, studiousness and flexibility, that cannot he expected in 
this category of people. Moreover, it would he necessary to instruct them in 
arithmetic, the Dutch language, mathernaties and physics tobring these subjects 
up to a suitable level, which would take time and cost money. 
Same interviewees suggested, that economie recession has placed the companies 
in a favourable position. They can choose the best on the labour market. 
However, we have to warn against over-selection. The average operator job does 
not require a graduate. (The range of operator jobs is great which has its 
consequences for operating training (see also sectien 4.2.).) Over-selection leads 
to high expectations of the operator, and to lossof motivation and an increase 
of absenteeism and turn-over; the interviewees were in agreement on that 
point. 
The education level of the new trainee may depend on the situation on the 
labeur market, but reeruitment should he determined by objective requirements 
as given in sectien 2. In this area much experience is present in the companies, 
but as yet not sufficiendy systemàtized. 

ad 2.Among the candidates with a professional experience, it appears that ship
mechanics best meet the requirements. Their farmer job resembles that of the 
operator. They have a braad technica! knowledge and experience; are used to 
shift-work and team work in difficult situations. The ex-mechanics have no 
difficulty in carrying out their job and soon rise to executive level. 
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We have to keep in mind, however, that education, professional experience and 
age are mutually contaminating factors; sametimes one regards professional 
experience as the main factor, while age or educationallevel are also concerned. 

3. 2. Se lee tion 
Reeruitment means selection from the start with the information to the candidates 
on job requirements in the advertisements. Moreover reeruitment includes self
selection (spatting the advertisement), foliowed by selection by the company. With 
that aim we need a set of predietors and a set of standards (Roe, 1983). 
Biographical data, diagnostic interview, work samples and tests are the most important 
sourees that can be used in the prediction of operator behaviour. We should like to 
camment onsome of these sources. 

The interview. This instrument is very aften used by selecting committees, even for 
operator selection. However, there exists a lot of criticism about its reliability and 
validity for this purpose. In a review Guion (1976) states: " ... here and there are 
cases where some interviewers, in some situations, made judgements that yielded 
substantial coefficients of validity". The interview will always be used; neither the 
interviewers, nor the interviewees could imagine a selection process without it. 
As selectars one can consider: training staff ( with con trol room experience) and 
persennel staff (for conditions of employment etc.). In addition, our interviewees 
greatly valued a visit to a plant and control room. If this visit is well conducted 
(real introduetion and not tourism), it helps the candidate's own decision. In the 
author's view, experienced operators are indispensable Eor selection of candidates. 

Process simulation as a work sample. During simuiatien research ( chapter 5) it 
appeared that some trainee-operators understood the instrucdon more quickly than 
others; some subjects also improved their performance faster than ethers during 
training. In the experiments, individual diEferences in performance occurred. These 
diEferences could partly be attributed to diEferences in personality traits: thoughtEul, 
patience, or proneness to panicking. 
It has proved possible to achieve realistic operator behaviour and performance with 
a simulated control-room situation ( see Figure 2. in chapter 5) af ter a relatively short 
training period. This behaviour and performance can be rated bath objectively and 
subjectively. Such ratings farm part of the Assessment Center Methad (Daniëls et al., 
1983). In the author's view, such an approach is superior to psychological testing 
which in any case is not always included in operator selection procedure. 

Validity of operator selection procedures 
Validadon studies on operator selection are not known to the author. But studies 
on fixing criterion-related validity for ether Eunctions are scarce too. In their review 
Tenopyr et al. (1982) mention: " . . . uncomEortable lack of published validatien 
research of bath objective and subjective selection techniques." 
There are several established facts, however. The predictive value of selection 
instruments is greater as they more nearly resembie work samples. That seems a 
good starting point Eor research on the use of process simulation in operator 
selection. 
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Another fact is, that trammg results are more accurately predictabie than work 
behaviour { Ghiselli, 1960). Quite aften trainingsuccessis the mostimportant criterion 
in selection { Reilley at al., 197 9), but in that case training must he relevant for 
practice. 

Selection in phases 
In fact a pre-selection takes place with the afore-mentioned procedure. After the 
first self-selection ("do I want shift work" and "is the operator job the one I want"), 
the candidate's suitability is assessed in interviews by job-related persennel and after 
a visit to the work situation itself. It appears in practice that the trial period of two 
months is used for further selection. Belonging to a crew of operators, a persen can 
get a better impression, for instanee of a colleague's social functioning. Same of the 
interviewees, these who worked in more complex systems (e.g. a refinery), were of 
the apinion however, that the re al test took place later on during operator education, 
but especially in practice on the job as "qualified" operator. 
When it appears after all that a persen is nat suitable, big companies have advantages 
over smaller firms; because they can put the persen in a non-operator job, whereas 
the small firm has a problem. 

4. Education & training 
Operator education is defined as: all the activities aimed at learning - knowledge, 
skilis and attitude - to obtain the overall capabilities needed for an operator job. 
Training is defined as: invalving the operator in all the specific learning-activities 
(bath theoretica! and practical) needed for the operator in his function. 

4.1 . Education & training needs 
Aspirant operators used to fellow operator education in the apprentice system after 
they had been taken into employment. Subsequently they are trained for the plant in 
which they will he placed fortheir first job. The content of operator education has been 
formulated from the more general needs which have been listed in the course of time by 
the companies. Thus the content reflects the policy with regard to the operator job. 
This policy appears to be: A process operator neecis more than an accumulation of rules 
and skills, applicable only in a particular plant. It is a profession that requires 
background knowledge and understanding. 
Training afterwards for particular plants depends on the answer to questions such as: 
what do we expect of the operator; what is he allowed to do; what should he know 
about it ~d ~~~--t:.a:!_n}~~~--~e':leed in order to be able to realize continuous 
and smooth eperation of the plant. Each training should be based on training needs. 
Shepherd ( 1983) advocates the employment of analysts who are able to trace and 
describe these nee ds. Many companies have their own, aften unsystematic, approaches. 
Often the needs are vaguely formulated, such as "a good understanding of ... " or 
"some knowledge about ... ". 
Annett & Duncan ( 1971) developed a methad by which the necessary operator 
activities can be described and analysed. Shepherd (1983), however, stated that 
research conclusions on this topic are still scarce. An important reasen why such 
methods have hardly ever been applied, is the time-consuming factor. Another 
reasen is that the company itself does net stress the importance of task analysis 
believing that they have nat sufficient persennel and money. 
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The scarcity of task analysis for training, however, also occurs in other workplaces 
(Goldstein, 1980), which doesnotalter the fact that particular training needs should 
be formulated (see also 4.3.). 

4.2. Operator education 
In the Netherlands operator education is conducted by the Institute of "V AKOP
LEIDING PROCESINDUSTRIE" (V APRO). There is a two year (A) and a three 
year (B) course; bath theory and practice are involved. The theoretical part consists 
of general and professional education followed at a school. The practical part is 
provided by the company itself, according to the VAPRO directives. It is supervised 
by a training staff memher of the company, who keeps in touch with the school 
management. Daily supervision has mostly been allocated to an experienced operator, 
who is seen as suitable for this task. 
The V APRO courses are legally accepted and can be considered as an all-round 
operator education, i.e. a basic level (knowledge, skill and attitude) for the operator 
profession. For a description of the contents of the course we refer to the 
documentation (VAPRO, 1982). 
There is, however, a difference in level evaluation. In the more simple chemical 
plants V APRO-B exam is considered more than sufficient for any operator job; in 
the more complex systems it is seen as a basis for further training. Some of the 
interviewees said that the V APRO-B exam must be continued. They considered it 
the necessary qualification for classic operator. 
A separation between the general professional education (V APRO) and the plant
orientated training is approved of by both the interviewees and the author. A separate 
professional education gives the operator professional status and contributes to the 
realization of the personnel policy that the author would support (section 2.2.). 

4.3. Job training 
Basic training 
From all sicles it is pointed out, that operator training has to be planned, beginning 
in the design phase of a plant and continuing as long as operators are working there 
( Wirstad et al., 1980 and 1983; Verstoep et al., 1983 ). The author agrees with that 
opinion. 
Moreover it appears, that companies are willing to discuss their training programs 
(Ratter et al., 1983;Visser, 1983). 

Professional knowledge and skill consist of background knowledge and generally 
applicable rules about processes, pieces of apparatus and safe and efficient operadon 
of plants concerned (in the following we use the term "professional knowledge"), 
and of knowledge concerning the control itself. The operator knows the static and 
dynamic relations between the process variables, he knows how to carry out a control 
action and what the consequences are ("practical knowledge & skill"). 
Most of the time professional knowledge is acquired in internal courses. These 
courses are given by the campany's Training Department, mostly staffed by ex
production workers from the field. In several companies, motivated experienced 
operators are recruited to teach for several years. In the author's view, this is a very 
suitable procedure. 
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Practical knowledge & skill can only he acquired on the job ( "leaming by doing"). 
For the experienced operator to whom this task has been allocated, special demands 
are made with regard to technica! knowledge, didactic skilis and motivation. However, 
the available knowledge and its transfer depend on the individual : some people talk 
a lot; some have more experience; some look upon specific things as important. This 
can be seen as disadvantageous. On the other hand, informal things can he handled 
by on-the-joblearning; e.g. the "culture" of the crew and plant. 

Re-training and continued-training 
Re-training is necessary for the operator to keep on functioning at an adequate level. 
So, after the basic training ("does he already know it") follows the re-training("does 
he still know it"). During performance appraisal, on request, by means of 
questionnaires (Wirdstad, 1983) or by plant managers questions, needs and necessities 
for a re-training programme become obvious. The actual knowiedge-level has to he 
revised. The exact knowledge, the right procedures have been forgotten, because 
they have been used only incidentally. 
Continuecl-training (Wirstad, 1983) implies the updating from knowledge about 
changes in the plant itself. Process operation, instrumentation and procedures can he 
changed; also the discussions about disturbances and breakdowns are part of this 
training. lt takes place mostly on the job; too often, unfortunately, with use of 
log-hook alone. It is, however, necessary for good process control for all operators to 
exchange this information systematically. 
Operator training takes time. It seems rather difficult to realize bath types of 
training in practice. The main reasans are: 
- The operator cannot get time off from his job (leave or illness of his colleagues; 

this is an often voiced complain t, also by operators); 
- The operatorisnot always motivated to following further training ( "what does it 

pay?"); with a payment system tagether with a job design this problem can he 
tackled. 

- The lack of well-designed training programs; in each control room much experience 
is present, but man-power is needed to transfer this experience into programs. 

4.4. Simu/ation as a training methad 
As opposed to nuclear power stations and airplanes, in the chemical industry process 
simulation as a training tool is hardly used. The main reason is the high casts 
involved in realizing high fidelity simulation for a chemical plant. Nowadays, 
however, with distributed instrumentation off-line simulation for training is possible 
(Burks, 1981). 
Process simulation can be realized on different levels, each with its own fidelity. 
For instance, "to get the feeling of the process" needs another kind of simulation 
than "emergency-procedure training". Boeing (Seattle) gives pilots an off-line static 
procedure training whereas manoeuvres are taught in dynamic flight simulation. 
For a discussion a bout simulator validity, we refer toMoraal ( 1981). .. 

Finally, we should like to men ti on briefly "group simulation". Operators should 
be trained not only individually, but also as a group, because many operator tasks 
must be carried out in close co-operation. Their tasks are very interdependent. 
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Usually, carrying out a task by one of the operators has consequences for the 
others; that holds good bath within a crew as well as between one crew and another. 
Workingin small (as opposed to large) teams was seen as very important by all the 
interviewees. The possibilities for group-simulation games (Kuipers, 1980) will have 
to he investigated. 

4.5. Evaluation of education & training 
Evaluation requires criteria; good standards are scarce however. That is the main 
reason why evaluation is not aften enough carried out; another reason is boosting 
the self-confidence of the trainers. Training evaluation can be carried out on different 
levels. First of all there is a Process evaluation: assuming that training concents are 
relevant and well planned, it can be ascertained whether or not the lessans are 
regularly foliowed by the operators; whether or not exercises are given and discussed; 
whether or not material for self-instruction is available and used. According to 
Kirkpatrick (1959) the other levels are: Reaction, "how well did the trainees (and 
trainers) like the program"; Learning, "what principles, facts and techniques were 
learned"; Behaviour, "what changes in job behaviour resulted from the program" 
and Results, " what were the tangible results of the program in terms of reduced 
casts, improved quality and quan city, reduction of breakdowns etc. I t is clear that it is 
more difficult to measure the result of a training program when the cri terion is of 
real importance; there are too many contaminating factors. Th at is the reason why 
training results are only measured during the annual operator appraisal. Th en i t is 
noted by their superiors for instance, that after having foliowed a training course 
operators are better able to discuss the circumstances concerning a disturbance or 
breakdown. Obviously, a periodically held panel evaluation is all that can be managed . 
But at least that must he carried out, because it is not enough to have only one 
apinion ( that of the superiors). 

5. Job design 

5.1. Design andre-design: a continuous process 
Work organizations are open systems. Both technology and people are con tinually 
changing under the influence of the environment. There should be a continuous 
effort to match technology and people, and each to the environment. This is the 
area of job design: the organization of work, work situation and work conditions 
in such a way that the tasks fit the capabilities and interests of the worker as rnuch 
as possible (Van Assen et al., 1981). 
We refer to the lirerature for the development of job design since the support for 
the socio-technical approach (Emery, 1959) and the works of Davis et al. (1972), 
De Sicter (1981) andJenkins (1981) .. 
In the following we deal with the design of the eperator's job by using criteria for a 
meaningfuljob (Van Assen et al., 1981): 
1. semi-autonomous working groups; 
2. accessibility of information; 
3. job rotation; 
4. work consulcation; 
5. job enrichment. 
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ad 1. Semi-autonomous working group 
In traditionally organized work situations, the crew of operators is hierarchically 
organized: Shift supervisor - Senior operator - Operator - Assistant Operator. 
This organization is characterized by: a rigid task allocation ( fixed jobs); a specialism 
of the control-room operator and the plant operator; stringent rules. This structure 
cannot be argued either from the technica! system or from the social system. I t will 
have to be changed. 
As already mentioned in section 2.2., in process industries a team of operators is 
actually responsible for safe and economie process operation. Based on their research 
Blauner (1964) and Vamplew (1973) have stated: " ... automated process technology 
demands highly integrated and co-ordinated workgroups to opera te". Also Susman 
(1972), Kuipers (1973) and Bagchus et al. (1982) regard the operator taskas a 
typical group task. Susman remarks: " ... Another consequence of increased 
automation is that the interdependence between memhers makes it exceedingly 
difficult, if not impossible, to measure individual contributions to greater quality 
and quantity of product.". 
The processes are controlled by men working together. Together, they must cope 
with breakdowns (team problem-solving). There is a constant demand for inter
dependence, co-operation and the ability to co-ordinate in this worksituation. 
Blauner ( 1964) found that such aspects explained why process operators preferred 
their job to their previous job in a non-process in dustry. Blauner states that in an 
imposing technology responsibility and the ability & skill to cope with disturbances/ 
breakdowns give the operator work-related motivation and satisfaction. 
In the classic study of Engelstad ( 1974) the ideas of semi-autonomous group working 
were applied successfully. 

ad 2. Accessibility ofinformation 
Actually, responsibility for process control is delegated by management to the 
operator, who controls the process during out-of-office hours. Operators have a 
central position in the information and communication network. Working on their 
knowledge about process operation, they can keep in touch and initiate discussions 
with others, higher in the hierarchy. Management cannot afford to dis re gard operators' 
opinion. The exchange of information and task interdependence mean that work 
that is carried out in teams, must of necessity also he designed as teamwork. 

ad 3. Job rotation 
One way of organizing team work is by refraining from distinguishing specific 
functions. Each operator knows the process parts for which his team is responsible 
and is Flaced after consultadon where he is needed (Jurriëns et al ., 1974). Another 
way o organizing team work is job rotation for the operators following a pre
programmed scheme (Philips et al., 1981). 
In practice it appears, that team work produces a greater flexibility of the operator; 
days-off and absenteeism are then easy to deal with. Also task variety occurs. 
However, a disadvantage of this system is that sametimes operators have to move, 
because their capabilities do notfit the team structure (Philips et al., 1981 ). Another 
more realistic possibility is that some operators can perferm all the tasks, whereas 
others can perferm only some of them (see also section 5.2.). 
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ad 4. Work consultafion 
Van Assen et al. see work consultation not only as an element of job design, but 
more particularly as a preceding phase in job design ("preventive job design"). Job 
design starts with the design of any workplace; they quote: "It is only camman sense 
that a workplace can be best designed using the contributions of those who know 
mostabout the work ... "(Job Reform in Sweden, 1975). 
Task groups in the sense used in this section, can also act as Error-Cause-Removal 
teams (ECR-teams; see chapter 3, p. 24). For example, joint training results in 
collective thinking about re-design of the workplace. A comparison with the Quality 
Circles' policy is obvious. In fact Bailey ( 1983) men ti ons a case in which the workers 
themselves (instead of their superiors or experts) suggested solutions for re-design. 

ad 5. Job enrichment 
Job enrichment concerns changes in the quality of working life. Tasks that formerly 
were carried out by middle management or staff, are now allocated to the worker 
himself. Van Assen et al. state that most aften job enrichmen t is only possible after 
re rnaving the traditional harriers between groups and departmen ts, and reconsidering 
their competencies and responsibilities. Although Davis et al. ( 1980) and Engelstad 
( 1974) give examples of cases in which job enrichment has been applied to a great 
extent, the author would have suggested a more limited use, because we are now 
thinking in terms of "multi-skilled" ins te ad of "mul ti-crafted". 
Multi-skilied is used when job rotadon occurs over several or all the specified jobs 
inside and outside one control room, or even over several control rooms, as already 
practised in some companies. Indeed, it is quite difficult to achieve this multi-skilied 
system. In section 5.2. we deal with the multi-skilied system in the control room of 
tomorrow. 
Multi-crafted is used when sarnething in addition tooperator tasks, e.g. rnainterrance 
work, is also involved. In our view, however, the multi-crafted system is demanding 
toa much of the operator (see section 5.3.). 

5.2. Job design in the control room of tomorrow 
It is surprising, that in the process industry the possibility was ever discussed at all 
of what is called "the separation of minds" in a control room. Boot ( 1979) questions 
whether it is efficient to choose for an all-round operator education system. Would 
it nat be better to split the education & training for control-room operator (panel 
operator) and plant operator. In his explanation Boot makes a comparison with the 
air-traffic controller and pilot system. Their education contains similar elements, 
but does nat train for the same function. Although air-traffic controller (planning & 
scheduling) and pilot (performing the task) indeed farm part of one system, you 
cannot campare this system with the one of Figure 4. in chapter 1. In that figure the 
camman engagement in one concrete situation is crucial. Planning and scheduling 
are indeed carried out by others, but that is the only resemblance to Boat's situation. 
Ekkers et al. ( 19 80) remark that automation can lead to a greater separation between 
operators in the control room and plant operators. We support Lenior et al. ( 1980) 
when they write against: " ... a general belief that sophisticated instrumentation 
should be handled by sophisticated operators, while tuming valves and starting 
pumps is more for rough-and-ready plant workers.". 
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Our interviewees were of the apinion that such a separation should not he too 
rigorously pursued. It seems, however, that management goes bac~ to .what Davis 
already noticed in 1966: " ... At a deeper level, the status quo 1s remforced by 
more basic and pervasive inhibitions which again and again lead the manager to fall 
back on time-honored, but inappropiate and unrealistic roodels which are based on 
unsupported dogma or on popular clichés regarding human behavior in productive 
organizations" (in Davis et al., 1972). 
Of course, bath the function of panel operator and plant operator will he distinguished 
in the control room of tomorrow. The panel operator, sametimes called "the guy 
of electronics", has to work in interaction with the VDU system. He will have to 
retrieve the in formation from the system, to process it, and if necessary see that an 
action is carried out, either by himself or by someone else. Another important task 
allocated to him is to check the infàrmation he has asked for or that he has received 
without asking (e.g. duringa disturbance). Boot (1979) talksabout "the monitor 
(=operator- HK) of the monitor(= computer- HK)". 
The plant operator is the man of the physical world: pipes, compressors, pumps, 
noise, heat and smeU. The author agrees with the interviewees that a total 
separation of panel operator and plant operator is wrong for the following 
reasons: 
- The panel operator should know what happens behind the knobs and push-buttons. 

That he will only discover, when he himself is regularly carrying out the work 
outside the control room. · 

-He must experience what it means "to he sent out on a task". He will also have to 
realize what is the most efficient route. 

- Specialism in the operator job is wrong. Everyone has to he able to do his share in 
coping with a breakdown. 

- The monotonous nature of the work (8 hours VDU work) demands a change of 
operator. 

- In a small team tagether responsible for a safe and economie process operation, 
differences in status must he avoided as much as possible. In the old situation of 
Engelstad ( 1974) some operators felt "second grade" with all consequences that 
followed. Moreover, being a plant operator is not inferior. Each operator of the 
team has to carry out this job in due time. On the one hand it is important for 
updating mental picture and mental model, on the other hand for reducing stress. 
Once a panel operator said to me: " ... aft er a few days panel, I am really glad to 
move around in the plant.". 

Moreover, it is necessary to have a flexible operator-crew in the small modern 
control room, in order to cape with illness, days-off; and times of process 
breakdowns. 

5.3. Limitsof job design 
Job design, as applied in the operator-process situation, could also mean the 
performance of maintenance and/or instrumentation work by the operator. But in 
many control rooms it would mean overlaad rather than challenge, because these 
tasks .are of a different kind and require specifk education & training that is different 
from the operator education & training. 
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Moreover, in the author's opinion, process control and process maintenance should 
be in different hands, for the sake of division of responsibility and competence. lt is 
clear, of course, that the operator must have some ideas on maintenance, in order to 
know when to ask for help and how to assist maintenance personnel in the plant. 

The afore-mentioned team work is the most suitable way for organizational 
development in process industries. However, the introduetion of teamwork requires 
the management's approval. lt must he mentioned here that process technology does 
not need to he changed, as it will have to he changed in mass production. In process 
industries, "only" the organization needs to be adapted reguiring, however, a change 
in management's attitude; resistance to change is not the monopoly of the werker. 
The total amount of control can be increased by consultadon and delegation of 
tasks and responsibilities (Tannenbaum, 1967). 
A second remark on the management's attitude concerns the adequate use of the 
possibilities of checking inherent in distributed instrumentation. Management will 
have to accept that human beings err, and not use error registration against them. 
Tact is required in pointing out people's mistakes and helping them to learn from 
their mistakes. 

After reading the fore-going sections, it is not surpnsmg that one is looking for 
alternative job designs in control rooms. Rijnsdorp ( 1982) advocates an actual 
co-operation between Technica! and "Social Designer"; by the latter he means: 
personnel staff, organizational experts, plant managers and representatives of the 
operators. 
Job design in which a better use is made of "human resources", and where these 
are improved, benefitted the organization. Engelstad ( 197 4) mentions some interesting 
examples. 
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Epilogue 

In this epilogue two subjects are dealt with: 
1. How to use the acquired knowledge and insight for better design of the operator-

instrumentation system. 
2. Recommendations and suggestions for further research. 
These points will be examined with regard to the aspects of process, interface and 
operator. 

In the future, processes in the industries concerned will be controlled by VDU 
com puter-based con trol systems ( distributed instrumentation), because these systems 
are flexible and may induce a higher process-control quality. One would nat wish 
tostop this development, as long as it is channelled in the right direction. In particular, 
the afore-mentioned flexibility should enable the system to he adapted to the human 
operator. 
Apparently, operators have difficulties with distributed instrumentation, because in 
many cases designers have kept on thinking in terms of panel instrumentation. 
All the information that might ever he relevant, is presented. In most control rooms 
with panel instrumentation it used to he possible to have an overall view of the 
processes, these heing of a relatively limited scale and a sufficient numher of operators 
being availahle. Nowadays, however, and also in the control room of tomorrow the 
overview threatens to he lost because the number of complex and integrated processes 
controlled from one control room has increased, whereas the numher of operators 
has decreased. Therefore, the first task for process engineers and control engineers 
should be to investigate whether a process or parts of it can adequately be described 
by a minimum number of variahles, in order to get a re al overview display from which 
the operator can assess the state of the process at a glance. 

Two chapters of this thesis were concerned with the "process-alarm system" as an 
interface system. Chapter 4 gave insight into how the system was used. In the 
author's view, the design of new process-alarm and annunciator systems should be 
based on a thorough understanding of the way these systems are actually used by 
operators. In chapter 5 we have seen how disadvantageous it can he merely to present 
the (alarm) signals alphanumerically and sequentially. This al ready holds good 
for out "simple" simulation, and ohviously even more so for real control rooms in 
which what actually happens is: "pushing the button until the screen is empty". 
Nowadays process computers enahle alarm analysis, i.e. reduction and conversion 
of the primary alarm signals in order to obtain ergonomically justifiable alarm 
( ann unciator) displays. The author agrees with Andow and Lees that the time is ripe for 
application in the chemica! in dustry of aids for alarm analysis handling, similar to those 
now being developed in the nuclear power in dustry. We refer to the Safety Parameter 
Display Systems (SPDS) andDisturbanceAnalysis Systems (DAS) in which the process 
computer is used for the implementation of a flexible and powerful process-alarm 
system. 
SPDS display a minimum set of plant parameters from which the safety status of 
plant operation may be assessed. The primary function of SPDS is to help control
room operators make quick assessments of the plant's safety status. 
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This system facilitates early deleetion of abnormal conditions. 
DAS aid the operator in his diagnostic task. The European work on DAS has mainly 
been centred on the OECD Halden Reactor project in Norway; in the USA it is being 
developed by the Electric Power Research Institute in California. DAS are based on 
the use of cause-consequence diagrams, which are powerful tools in failure analysis. 
Each cause-consequence diagram is checked against the plant data and advice on 
corrective measures is given to the operator. One of the recommendations after the 
Three Mile Island accident was that an investigation should be carried out to decide 
on the extent to which DAS should be used in nuclear power plants. 
In the process industries concerned one can start using the process computer to install 
different alarm limits in different process states and even to suppress alarm signals 
entirely in some states, such as starting-up and shutting-down, or in the normal state 
when too many signals (e.g. oscillation and cluster signals) are present. The solutions 
suggested in chapter 4 for the irrelevant oscillation and cluster signals in the struggle 
against "alarm inflation" is the first step needed to get back operators' confidence 
in the sys tem. 
A second possibility concerns the graphic facilities for alarm display on VDUs. The 
versatility of VDU-based systems allows the designer not only to present in formation 
in fixed boxes (Facia picture in chapter 5), and in time order which is necessary for 
checking afterwards (Text pictures in chapter 5), but also in an in tegrated way. One 
of the ad van tages is the possibility of in tegrating alarm display and other process 
information, which helps the operator in makinga diagnosis. At present much research 
is carried out in order to provide guide lines for optimum alarm display on VDUs. We 
make a plea for in formation presentation basedon information needs in actual control 
rooms. These needs can only be ascertained by means of task analysis. Therefore, 
alongside alarm analysis, task analysis in the chemical industry should be a main 
research subject in the next few years. 

Last but not least the operator and his job. In chapter 6 we focussed on the human 
operator, because designers seem to take too little account of the operator when 
making new systems, the main reason for this attitude being the lack of research data 
in this area. Research on selection and training of process operators should be carried 
out systematically. Both forselection and training the potential usefulness of process 
simulation should be further investigated. For one thing, simulation can provide the 
aspirant operator very quickly with a realistic impression of one aspect of his future 
job. For another, the training staff can get insight into his capabilities, and how he 
will react to relatively difficult circumstances; also the rate of impravement of his 
skills during the training period can be ascertained. 
With regard to education & training, a plea was made for an integral and continuing 
approach; the concept of mental model as discussed in chapter 2 is of real importance, 
both for design and evaluation of training programs. 
We emphasized the importance of job design for the control room of tomorrow. In 
chapter 6 (p. 73 ), arguments were given against a total separation of control-room and 
plant-operator function. The main reasans were: the control-room operator (panel 
operator) should regularly carry out work outside the control room for updating his 
mental pleture and mental model, and for reducing stress. Also specialism in the operator 
job is wrong. Each operator should be able to take a share in co ping with a breakdown. 
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Finally, we recommend a research approach in control rooms with distributed 
instrumentation like the one we have developed and applied in control rooms with 
panel instrumentation. Besides Iabaratory research, this approach contains evaluations 
in the control room itself in which experienced operators participate. The cooperation 
with the operators can be realized via the described Error-Cause-Removal teams 
(chapter 3, p. 24). 
For the Iabaratory research (an essential part in ergonomie research; see chapter 1, 
p. 5), researchers need the support of instrumentation manufacturers and process 
industries. It would be better, however, if separate projects were integrated into 
larger research projects. The frustrating situation for all parties involved of being 
"one step behind" will occur less aften, when researchers, industries and manufacturen; 
work tagether closely. 
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Summary 

In this thesis the author has collected tagether five articles which have been or will 
be published. These articles are preceded by an introductory chapter in which the 
historica! development of the operator-process situation is presented. The thesis is 
concluded with an epilogue. 
The research concerns the problem of design and lay-out of control rooms in chemica! 
process industries from an ergonomie point of view. Por that aim it is necessary, first 
of all, to get an insight into how operators in control rooms carry out their tasks. 
This insight has been obtained by means of interviews and observations. In chapter 2 
the results of two studies (field and laboratory) are presented. The concept of mental 
model is discussed. 
Based on a literature study, chapter 3 offers an approach to studying design and 
lay-out of control rooms, and deals with the concept of human error. A taxonomy 
of human errors is proposed. Methods and techniques to he used in human reliability 
engineering are presented. It is stated that an operator is an expert in his own field 
and that he therefore should participate in work-situation analysis. The proposed 
approach has been used in field research in which control rooms have been evaluated 
and advice has been given on the design of new ones. This research has resulted in a 
number of questions on one aspect of a control room: "the process-alarm system". 
In a field study (chapter 4) by means of a self-developed ohservation technique we 
obtained insight into the way in which experienced operators used this system. The 
results indicated that the system is mainly used as a monitoring tooi and only rarely 
as an alarm system requiring action. Therefore "annunciator system" would he a 
better term. 
In this field study, human errors in using the annunciator system have also been 
recorded and analyzed. The study has resulted in recommendations for improving 
actual annunciator systems; measures are suggested to reduce the number of irrelevant 
cluster and oscillation signals. 
On the basis of the afore-mentioned study, further research in the Iabaratory was set 
up to study the "interface" problems that occurred. Ergonomie experiments have 
been conducted on a process simulator with trainee-operators. 
Chapter 5 presents an experimental study dealing with the effects of different types 
of alarm display on task performance and ratings. In this study sequentia] information
presentation proved to be inferior to a system based on simultaneous informatiori
presentation. It can he concluded that task and process state determine the way in 
which process in formation should he presented to the operator. One single type of 
alarm display on VDU should he avoided. 
In chapter 6 the operator-process situation is considered from a non-ergonomie point 
of view. Selection, education, training .and job design are dealt with. We advocate 
that process simulation should he used as a work sample in operator selection and 
as a training tooi. lt is emphasized that experienced operators should take part in 
the selection procedure of new candidates; they should also he actively involved in 
their training. Job design for the control room of tomorrow is considered. 
Finally, in the epilogue we make recommendations for alarm and annunciator system 
design, and give suggestions for further research. 
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Samenvatting 

Het proefschrift bundelt vijf artikelen die in de internationale vakpers zijn of zullen 
worden gepubliceerd. Deze artikelen worden voorafgegaan door een inleidend 
hoofdstuk, waarin de historische ontwikkeling wordt geschetst van de operator
processituatie. Het proefschrift wordt afgesloten met een epiloog. 
Het onderzoek heeft betrekking op de problematiek van het ergonomisch ontwerpenen 
inrichten van meet- en regelkamers in de chemische proces-industrie. Daarvoor is het 
allereerst noodzakelijk, inzicht te verkrijgen in de taakuitvoering van het operator
personeel. Door middel van interviews en observaties is dit inzicht verkregen. In hoofd
stuk 2 worden de resultaten van twee onderzoekingen (veld en laboratorium) gepresen
teerd. In de discussie van het hoofdstuk wordt ingegaan op het begrip mentaal model. 
In hoofdstuk 3 is op basis van literatuur-studie aangegeven hoe onderzoek met be
trekking tot het ontwerpen en inrichten van meet- en regelkamers het beste kan worden 
uitgevoerd. Het begrip menselijk falen en een classificatie-systeem voor menselijke 
fouten worden behandeld. Methoden en technieken voor het in-kaart-brengen van 
fouten in dit type werksituaties zijn opgenomen. Het analyseren van werksituaties 
waarin operators zelf een bijdrage kunnen en moeten leveren, wordt bepleit. De 
voorgestelde strategie is gehanteerd in een veldonderzoek waarin bestaande meet- en 
regelkamers zijn geëvalueerd en adviezen zijn gegeven voor de bouw van nieuwe. Dit 
onderzoek heeft geleid tot een aantal vraagstellingen met betrekking tot één aspect 
van een meet- en regelkamer: "het proces-alarmsrsteem ". · 
In een veldonderzoek (hoofdstuk 4) is door midde van een zelf ontwikkelde observatie
techniek inzicht verkregen in de wijze waarop ervaren operators het proces-alarmsy
steem gebruiken. De resultaten wijzen uit dat het systeem voornamelijk wordt gebruikt 
als informatie-systeem en slechts zelden als een aktie-eisend alarmsysteem. Mede om die 
reden wordt de voorkeur gegeven aan de term meldsysteem. In het onderzoek zijn ook 
menselijke fouten bij het gebruik van het meldsysteem vastgelegd en geanalyseerd. Het 
onderzoek heeft geleid tot aanbevelingen ter verbetering van bestaande meldsystemen; 
maatregelen ter voorkoming van de irrelevante oscillatie- en clustermeldingen worden 
genoemd. Voornoemd veldonderzoek heeft aanleiding gegeven tot het opzetten van 
ergonomische experimenten op een processimulator met leerling-operators, waarbij de 
in_~~tveldgesignaleerde "interface" problematiek meerdiepgaand kon worden bestudeerd. 
In hoofdstuk 5 wordt- gerapporteerd over een öiideï-zoek -naàr-het- effect van ver
schillende wijzen van alarm-presentatie op taakprestatie en -beleving. De resultaten 
tonen aan dat in de onderhavige situatie sequentiële informatie-presentatie inferieur 
is aan simultane presentatie. Aangegeven wordt, dat taak en procestoestand in be
langrijke mate bepalen hoe de informatie aan de operator moet worden gepresenteerd. 
Eén soort alarm-presentatie op het beeldscherm wordt afgewezen. 
In hoofdstuk 6 is de operator-processituatie beschouwd vanuit. een niet-ergonomische 
optiek. Aandacht is besteed aan selectie, opleiding, training en taakontwerp. Gepleit 
wordt voor processimulatie als work sample bij de selectie van operators en als 
hulpmiddel bij training. Het deelnemen van ervaren operators aan zowel de selectie 
als training van nieuwe operators wordt benadrukt. Taakontwerp in de meet- en 
regelkamer van morgen wordt beschouwd. 
Tenslotte zijn in de epiloog aanbevelingen gedaan voor het ontwerp van alarm- en 
meldsystemen en suggesties gegeven voor verder onderzoek. 
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STELLING EN 

bij het proefschrift van H. Kragt 
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1. Gezien de wijze waarop operators het proces-alarmsysteem plegen te gebruiken, kan 

het systeem beter meldsysteem worden genoemd. 

2. Dat opera tors in meet- en regelkamers met paneel-instrumentatie de informatie 

sequentieel observeren, hoeft nog niet te betekenen dat men de informatie ook 

sequentieel moet presenteren. 

R. Dallimonti, 1973, New designs for process control consoles, Instrument Techno

~' November, pp. 48-53. 

3. Gescheiden informatie-presentatie op beeldscherm volgens Rasmussens begrippen 

"knowledge-based, rule-based and skill-based behaviour• houdt er geen rekening 

mee, dat mensen (vrijwel) gelijktijdig voornoemde typen van gedragingen kunnen 

vertonen. 

L.P. Goodstein, 1982, An integrated display set for process operators. In 

Analysis, Design and Evaluation of Man-Machine Systems, preprints IFAC/IFIP I 

IFORS/IEA Conference Baden-Baden (to be edited by: G. Johannsen and J.E. 

Rijnsdorp) (Düsseldorf: VDI), pp. 75-82. 

4. Bij het opstarten van een fabriek is paneel-instrumentatie duidelijk in het na

deel ten opzichte van beeldscherm-presentatie. Immers, bij de vaste paneel

instrumentatie kan de operator niet de bij het opstarten passende display-confi

guratie oproepen. 



5. Zolang het probleem van een goede proces-alarmpresentatie in meet- en regel

kamers nog niet is opgelost, moet "voice-out" presentatie eerder beschouwd wor

den als marketing-argument, dan als een werkelijke bijdrage tot het oplossen van 

het probleem. 

6. Het instellen van "Error-Cause-Removal teams"* levert een bijdrage aan de eigen 

inbreng van de werknemer, zoals ook bedoeld in de ARBO-wet, artikel 3. 

*Dit proefschrift, p. 24. 

7. Over selectie, opleiding en training van operators is in bedrijven veel informa

tie en ervaring voorhanden. De meningen worden evenwel niet systematisch uitge

wisseld. Ook hebben zij te weinig tot toetsbare en getoetste uitspraken geleid. 

B. De vele registratie-mogelijkheden van gedistribueerde instrumentatie kunnen 

leiden tot criteria voor de toetsing van prestaties van operators. 

9. Ver doorgevoerde automatisering leidt tot de paradoxale situatie dat storingen 

door hun zeldzaamheid minder hanteerbaar worden. 

10. Taakanalyse in een gecompliceerde technische situatie vereist zowel proces-tech

nische kennis als kennis van sociale interacties. Psychologen én ingenieurs heb

ben heel wat bij te leren. 



11. De noodzaak tot bezuinigen dwingt bedrij ven de eigen onderzoeksmiddelen in te 

krimpen, en Universiteiten en Hogescholen zich te bezinnen op de succes-kansen 

en maatschappelijke relevantie van hun onderzoek. Deze situatie lijkt mogelijk

heden te bieden tot een vruchtbare samenwerking. 

12. Goed ergonomisch onderzoek vindt nooit alleen in de praktijk of alleen in het 

laboratorium plaats. 

13. Het is verbazingwekkend, dat de arbeidaproef "college geven" bij de selectie

procedure van wetenschappelijk personeel zo weinig wordt gebruikt. 

14. De operator die zei: " ••• Zolang wij niet even hard naar de fabriek toe fietsen 

als na de dienst naar huis zit er iets fout", leverde daarmee een bijdrage tot 

operationalisering van het begrip werkintrinsieke motivatie, waarbij eventuele 

hoogteverschillen tussen fabriek en huis onder controle moeten worden gehouden. 

G. Brenninkmeijer, 1964, Werken in Geautomatiseerde Fabrieken (Amsterdam Swets & 

Zeitlinger), p. 214. 

Eindhoven, 18 november 1983 H. Kragt 




